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INKCISIVE
VURDICT 11[1111NUD.,
Rose was lying on his side when I got 'understand you are a member of the
back. 'firm now.' I smiled at 'aim and want-
On being cross-examined by Hon. 'ed to shake hands but he refused.
Rose said, 'You s--4 of a b—you will
have to pay me that $15 or I will fix
all of you.' Rose then remarked that
Loving owed him $750 which had to
be paid by II o'clock. I told. Rose to.
be quiet but he refused. He pounded
on the door dividing the private from
the public office, and then entered
without invitation.
Jury Which Heard Evidence In
the Coroner's Investigation of
Killing of H. A. Rose.
tlIARACTER Of OFFENSE WAS NOT TOUCHED
Charge Now Goes to Investigating Court
For Hearing---Examining Trial To
Occur Today In the City Court
_ --Evidence Before Jury.
"The undersigned. a jury empan-
ekd to enquire into the killing of H.
A. Rose, after being duly sworn, and
after hearing all the evidence procur-
able and viewing the body of the de-
ceased, find that said H. A. Rose
came to his death by a pistol shot
v.ouad, said pistol being in the hands
of H. H. Loving, and fired at said
H. A. Rose by said H. H. Loving,
said killing being done about the hour
of to o'clock a. m. on the 3rd day of
August. tpos, in the office of the Ken-
tucky Mill and Lumber company, in
Paducah. McCracken county, Ky. We
believe from the evidence heard that
there were some aggravating circum-
stances surrounding the case which
perhaps prompted the action on the







ton, and today like yesterday will be
assisted by Attorney John B. Wick-
liffe, of Wickliffe, Ky., who came here
for that purpose, he having been the
legal adviser of Mr. Rose outside of
the city during the lifetime of the lat-
ter.
The coroner's inquest all of yester-
day was attended by several .hundred
people held in minute attention for
the seven long hours at the council
chamber on the second floor of the
city hall, the investigation taking up
shortly after .9 o'clock, lasting until
12:30 when an adjournment was then
taken until 1:30 o'clock in, the after-
noon. In the afternoon the jurors di-
vided their time between the Pool &
Nance undertaking establishment,
Lwhere the autopsy was held, the Ken-
Itucky Mill and Lumber company's of-
fice, in the Fraternity building, and
back to the council chamber. Mr.
Loving was not in the chamber while
the inquest was going on. but was at
home, at the city hall and in his at-
torneys' offices during those hours.
The above is the verdict returned
yesterday by the jury of Justice Jeese
Young. who conducted the inquest
Into the manner and cause of the
death of H. A. Rose for Coroner
James Crow. who asked to be relieved
of the undertaking because the dead
man boarded at his home. The ver-
dict was reached about 4:45 o'clock
in the afternoon, after the six jurors
had been hearing testimony, argu-
aunts and witnessing the autopsy
since 9 o'clock yesterday morning. It
took the jury nearly one hour to ar-
rive at me conclusion, and when they
brought thew verdict into the council
chamber of the city hall a discussion
arose bistweeo County Attorney Eu-
gene Greven who conducted the pro.-
secutinn, and Lawyers Hal Corbett,
Thonsao Harrison and Cecil Reed,
who represented the defendant, H.
IL Leong. Me Graves contended
that the jury should show whether
Mr. Loving was culpable and whether
the killing was justifiable homicide or
'unjustifiable one. Finally after hear-
ing ifili4rT fats on this score Justice
Young antle-Atneed that he did not
think a better verdict could he
brought in and the jurors had fully
discharged their duty, therefore he
disrniased the six men, thanking them
for their long ancrtrying undertaking.
Which was a most tedious one.
Mr. Loving was down stairs in the
office of Chief James Collins under
guard of Patrolman Aaron Hurley,
when the verdict wars returned, he de-
siring to be at the headquarters in
case needed for anything. He was
not placed on the witness stand dur-
ing the inquese by his lawyers, they
deerning it not necessary.
As the verdict did not either exon-
erate Mr Loving or hold him respon-
sible in the usual manner, this means
that the charge against him of mur-
der will have to go to trial in the po-
lice courts as the examining tribunal,
and decision, reached there as to
whether he shall be held over and on
what charge.
Examining Thal Today.
'After the coroner's inquest was
over Mir. Loving proceeded to his
borne with his guard and spent the
slight there, to be at police court this
morning. All the witnesses have been
summoned to be on hand today and if
nothing unforeseen comes ttp the pro-
ceeding will be entered into and exam-
iisiwg trial given. County Attorney
Eugene Graves conducts the prossecu-
Chas. Statement
Charles Crow, son of Coroner Jas.
Crow, and litho has been aseociated
eith Rose in the lumber business for
the past five years, was the first wit-
ness introduced. He said as follows
in answer to prosecution's questions:
"I know both Loving and Rose, and
am a lumber inspector employed by
the Kentucky Mill and Lumber com-
pany. The morning of the shooting
Rose entered the public office of the
mill company about to o'clock at the
Fraternity building. I was sitting in
the public office and Rods remarked
on entering, "Gilbert, I see you are a
member of the firm now." Mr. Gil-
bert replied that he was, and at this
Rose said "Well, I want you to pay
me that $15 you one me," meaning
something about some estuary Gilbert
drew out of the Memphis bank while
Rose was a member of the firm. Mr.
Gilbert replied that he would pay the
money.
"At this Rose asked where Loving
was, saying he wented to see him as
he Rose, had a settlement he wanted
to make and intended getting "diet"
$75o from Loving or sue him before
night. Rose was greatly excited and
tried to quiet him, but without avail.
stayed in the public office and we
told Rose that Loving was its the pri-
vate office talking to Mr. Vernon'
Blow, of Louisville, on business.
Rose ernered the private office.
, "Loving came out but I don't know
where he went, he passing through the
public office into the ball. He was
gone about five minute's and then' re-
turned. A's Loving came in I went
out of the public office. Loving stop-
ped at the private office wherein Rose
had gone. Loving seemed agitated,
but I didn't know what was the mat-
ter. I heard three shots after going
out of the door. The first two were
in rapid succession, but a pause ex-
isted between the second and third
shot. I did not see anything in Lov-
ing', hand as he returned. Coming
hack after the shooting I saw Rose
lying on the Aoor with his head by
the door dividing the public and pri-
vate office, his prostrate form inside
the private quarter. He lived about
half an hour.
Hal Corbett Crow said:
"I have known Rose five year, and
have not quit my place with the lum-
ler company; that is nobody has said
anything to me about quitting since
Rose was out. I left when Loving
came back because I thought trouble
was in store. Rose was very excited
and angry. I could not make out
what Loving said to him when he en-
tered the private office. Rose said on
coming in 'I will fix all you forgers
before night." Rose wa• pounding
the desk when talking in an excited
manner to Gilbert. Rose boarded at
nsy home. I saw no weapon in Lov-
ing's hand' %%hen he returned; it look-
ed like Loving was just holding his
hand down carelessly at his side. The
tones of the voices and words did not
wit me so I left. Rose stated to Gil-
bert that he wanted a settlement of
that $750 note his name had been
forged to or he would sue everybody
by night.
"I heard Rose had a piece to pub-
lish in the papers regarding exposing
Loving, but did not see the piece. I
don't know if any papers were in
Rose's pocket, but there was not any
impression indicating a pistol in his
pocket. Rose's desk is in the private
office."
Mr. Corbett asked him when he last
saw Rose with a gun, but County At-
torney Eugene Graves objected to this
and would not let Crow answer. Crow
asked to be permitted to answer and
said it was five months ago that he
Crow's
"Rose had $5 in silver in his hated
when he came in the public office from
the hallway and talked to Gilbert. Af-
ter the shooting people seemed afraid
"I heard hint say t Loving, 'You:
-- of a b—if you don't fix up that
$500 by ii o'clock,- I will fix you.' Lov-
leg remarked loud enough for me to
hear it that 'I have had trouble
enough with you' and at this came out
of the dividing door and passed
through the public office into the hall-
way, remarking that 'Rose has threat-
ened me enough.' Loving was gone
about 18 minutes, I would judge.
Plow started out of the office, when
Rose got him to remain, and at this
slammed the dividing door at the re-
qtest of Blow who feared some would
think Rose and he were having trou-
ble, Rose was talking so boisterous
and loud. Loving came back and as
he passed into the public office I re-
marked, 'Wait a minute, MT. Loving,
I want to see you.' He did not stop
but continued on into the private of-
fice, and as he opened the door and
Entered that place I saw him throw
up his left arm as if to ward off some-
'Ching. Blow then rushed out. Lov-
ing opened the dividing door with his
right hand. I did not state Loving
had hie right hand pointed towards
Rose, as reported. Loving was not
last saw a gun in Rose's possession. excited as he can back, and had hk
hands drooping at hie side. Loving
Vernon Blow Testified, could have gone home and back in the
Vernon Blow, the wealthy stave titre he was away. I never picked up
man of Louisville, Paducah and other tiny of the papers from Rose's feeds
cities, testified as follows: after he fell.
"I dropped into Loving's office a (At this an argument arose, Conn-
little after 9 o'clock to .hake hand's ty Attorney Graves claiming that
with him, he always visiting me when Thursday after the shooting Gilbert
in Louisville. Loving was at his desk shoed that Loving entered the pri-
and asked me if I had seen the pub- vate office on returning with his
lication in the newspaper regarding right arm pointed towards Rose. Mr.
Rose's theft from the company. I said Graves wanted to read a statement
I had not, and Loving then handed he Cainied Gilbert said was right and
me the paper giving the account which wee+ quoted Gilbert as saying Lov-
read. I was reading it when Rose ieg was pointing his right arm tIS-
wards Rose, but Acting Coroner
Young would not permit reading of
the document, but Tet Graves refer
te same for pointers to refresh Gil-
TfienbOry. )
trig out in the public office. The di- Continuing, Gilbert said: "I don't
viding door was closed arid suddenly actually know for sure which arm
there was loud rapping on same. Rose was raised. I may have said the
then opened it, walked in and re- right, but was ekcited right after the
marked to Loving, "You s— of a le—. shooting at the time Graves was
I will give you until It o'clock to take talking to me. I could not see Rose
care of that $5oo note, or fix you." after Loving entered the private of-
Rose had his hand in his pocket as if fice, because the wall was between
to draw a gun. Loving ran out, say- me and them. I heard two shots fir-
sing have had trouble enough with ed in rapid succession and I ran over'
you and don't want to talk any more.' to the dividing door as Loving was
I started to leave and Rose asked me backing out of the private office. Rose
to stay and sit down I tried to pacify was lying with his head towards the
Rose but could not as he was very dividing door. I took the pistol
angry. from Loving and put it in the safe.
"While Loving was out Rose said (At this time the pistol was produced
presume lie has gone for an officer, and Gilbert identified it)
len we will see who gets out first.' "Rose was awfully excited, while
Reed was sitting on the top of the Loving was calm. Rose was always
table, facing the dividing door. I was my warm personal friend till that
standing ready to go when Loving morning when he cursed me. I had
left. As the dividing door opened on not the slightest idea trouble was
Loving'., return Rose sprang from the going to happen. The day before the
table towards the door. I then jump- shooting I did not hear Rose tell
ed up and dodged out of the door Loving to straighten tip the $eoo
thinking trouble was up. There was natter, or he (Rose) would expose
no shooting until I get into the outer Loving.
office. Loving entered the dividing "The $eoo note in controversy was
door and threw up his left arm in paid by a Louisville bank and charg-
front of hie face as if to protect him- ed to Loving's private account, and
self from a shot. I did not see any led away with the vouchers in the
pistol until after the shooting. Rose •ffice safe. Rose denied having the
was ten feet in the private office from -note which was stolen from the
the dividing door. vouchers. The note has now dioap-
"As I started out of the private of- reared again from the safe. Loving,
fice some words passed between Lov- Rose, ?digs Ella Bryan and I all had
ires and Rose, and I remarked 'Don't access to the safe."
have any trouble.' I went out as Hal Corbett cross-examined the
quickly as possible. Something was witness', who said:
said by someone after Loving came "Rose pounded the dividing door
hack into the private office. I and between public and private office.
Rose thought Loving had gone for an Charley Crow had rushed out of the
officer to eject Reed- Think Rose had public office. Loving was sitting in
his coat over his arm on entering the the chair at the desk formerly Rose's.
private office. He was very wild and On entering Rose said 'You s— of a
excited, b—, pay me that $soo by tt o'clock,
"Rose said nothing to me about * or I will fix you.' Loving in walking
card for publication retracting the out of the private office said he didn't
piece about theft. Rose tried to tell want to talk to Rose at all. Never
me about his business troubles but I saw pistol in Loving's hand. I had
did not want to hear them, and ad- no idea there was going to be trou-
vised that they try and adjust things. ble like this coming up. After the
On 'being cross-examined by Mr. shooting I followed Loving out in
Corbett, Blow said: the hall. All the windows on the
"I am well acquainted with Rose, pnatoffice side of elle private office
hut the latter was so excited on corn- were opened. A crowd was in the of-
ing into the private office he did not fice when I came back in after tak-
speak to me. I remarked to him that ing pistol from Loving. The ;soo
he was so wrought up he did not seem note in question came forrn the West-
to know me. Rose came in in a rush, ern bank of Louisville. I could not
while Loving was very cool. When tell Who signed same for sure, but
Loving returned into the private of- handwriting was same bold chiro-
flee after going out Rose jumped to gralphy of Rose. Loving told me to
the floor from the table and started charge the note to his private ac-
toward Loving. My back was to Rose count Free himeelf brought the
in passing out of the place." note down from Louisville, remarked
to Loving absent it, and the latter af-
Gilberee Testimony, terwarde said charge it to his ac-
'Mir. J. B. Gilbert, bookkeeper of the count. toving on going back into
the private office opened the door
entered.
"Loving was at his own desk wbile
I was between Loving and the door
dividing the privve office from the
public office. I heard Rose's loud talk
company, who was made treasurer al-
to go into the private office for tter Rose was ousted, testified:
asikiile, but finally many. entered! "Rose entered and said 'Gilbert, I '(Centioned on Page Pour.)
ENVOYS'
THE
sentation, it was decided at the out-
set by the Washington government
that the -president, would recognize
MEETING no precedence based on successe
the present war. Because Baron r•o-
-
mura was presented at Sagamore Hill
almost a week before M. Witte arrived
in this country it waii decided that. for
this reason Baron Komura must take
precedence over M. Witte. This, bow
ever, will be recognized only in the
half hour's difference in the time of
the presentation of the two missions.
The question as to which ship
would- be assigned- to the Russians
and which to the Japanese to take
them to Portsmouth solved itself.
The servants on the Dolphin are Jap-
anese; those on the Mayflower are
Chinese.
M. Karostovetz, a high official of
the Russian foreign office, who is in
M. Witte's suite, declared this after-
noon that the envoy is clothed with
full powers to conclude peace and







Japanese First to Be Received by




Friday, Aug. 4.—Visit and formal
presentation to President Roosevelt
of M. Sergius Witte, Russian envoy,
accompanied by Baron de Rosen.
Saturday, Aug. 5.—Reception of the
peace envoy's of Russia and Japan by
Presider' neesevelt on the Mayflower
Introde i• and luncheon.
Sunda Aug. u.—Voyage 1 sea to
Portsmouth. N. He - • . „.-
tiariee "le Russia:: . •,', „Sorer
the Is neese on the Dolphia.
• ,day, Aug.. es—Reception and
esen at Portsmou- i• navy yard by
o Admiral Mead. seption by
e g.-vernor of New P. 0. ,.,hire and
• tiortal guard escort to the Hotel
Wentworth.
Tuesday, Aug. 8.—Probal first
eeting of the plenipo:entiar •-• for
Lange of credential'
N. York, Aug. 4.—Acting for the
president, Thiid Assistant Secretary
of State Pierce has communicated to
Baron Rosen, the Russian ambassa-
dor, and Mr. Takahira, the Japanese
minister, the official programme for
the formal presentation to the presi-
dent of the Russian and Japanese plen
ipotentiaries to the Washingtoil con-
ference. This programme has for
weeks been a subject of much study
on the part of the president and Mr.
Pierce.
As the president's representative
Mr. Pierce will accompany Baron Ko-
mura and Mr. Takahira and their
suite to the pier of the New York
Yacht club at East Twenty-third
street at 9 o'clock Saturday morning,
where the delegation will board the
protected cruiser Chattanooga, Com-
mander Alexander 'Sharp command-
ing, and the vessel will start for Oys-
ter Bay, steaming at a medium speed.
Half an hour later Mr. Pierce will per
form a similar ceremony for Mr.
Witte and Baron Rosen, the Russian
plenipotentiaries, and their suite, who
will go aboard the protected cruiser
Tacoma, Commander Reginald F.
Nicholson commanding.
Peace Squadron Described.
Mr. Pierce will then board the con•-
verted yacht Sylph, which, steaming
rapidly ahead, will pass the Tacoma
and Chattanooga, taking position at
the front of the column.
Arriving at Oyster Bay about noon,
the "peace squadron" will anchor, its
arrival being loudly Lheralded by the
flung of an ambassadorial salute of
nineteen guns for each mission from
the Galveston, Mayflower and Dol-
phin, which will be in waiting to con-
vey the plenipotentiaries to Ports-
mouth. Mr. Pierce, on leaving the
Sylph, will board the Mayflower and
will await the arrival of the president.
The president will board the May-
flower about t o'clock. He will be
given the principal salute of twenty-
one guns from all the vessels in the
harbor, and as soon as his flag is
hoisted on the Mayflower the Japan-
ese plenipotentiaries will come on
board from the Tacoma and be pre-
sented by Assistant Secretary Pierce.
Half an hour later the Russian en-
voys will come aboard and be present
ed. Immediately the president will
formally present the Russian and Jap-
anese plenipotentiaries to each other.
A buffet luncheon in the cabin of the
Mayflower will follow. At its conclu-
sion the Japanese mission will take
leave of the president and board the
Dolphin. Mr. Pierce will go aboard
the cruiser Galveston, and the presi-
dent will then take leave of the Rus-
sian mission and go ashore, again re-
ceiving a salute of twenty-one guns.
Will Begin With Prayer.
It is announced by a member of M.
Witte's suite that the Russians, fol-
lowing the customs of the Muscovites,
will begin work in connection with
the peace conference with prayer.
Early tomorrow, before the time set
for the start, for Oyster Bay, where
the czar's peace envoy will first meet •
President Roosevelt unofficially, be-
tcre the official meeting between the
Russian and Japanese plenipotentiaries
Or Saturday. he will proceed with the
distinguished members of his party to
•the Russian cathedral at Ninty-sev-
enth street and Madison avenue and
there go through the Russian religious
services of song and prayer. After
worship he will proceed to meet Pres
ident Roosevelt.
Slow Trip to Be Made.
Under convoy of the cruiser Gal-
veston Commander Cutler command-
ing, with Mr. Pierce aboard, the Rus-
sians on the Mayflower and the Jap-
anese on the Dolphin will sail for
Portsmouth The squadron will steam
slowly, so as not to arrive there be-
fore to o'clock Monday morning.
Desirous of being strictly neutral
in all the arrangetnents for the pre-
Surrender Forced
RUSSIANS ON SAKHALIN HAD
TO CAPITULATE TO THE
JAPS.
No Supplies Even for the Sick and
Wounded, Declares Slav
Commander.
Tokio, Aug. 4—The bulk of the
Russian garrisots of Sakhalin stscrend-
ered to the Japanese July 31.
A report. giving details of the final
pursuit and surrender of the majority
of the Russian garrison on Sakhalin
Islands has been received as follows:
"An independent cavalry column on
the afternoon of July 28 attacked
the enemy soyth of Paleo and routed
him, deiving him southward, capturing
two field guns besides a number of
rifles and a quantity of ammunition.
"On July 19 the cavalry, being re-
inforced, vigorously pursued the en-
emy south of Taylon, twenty-five
miles south of Rykoff. The enemy
halted at Onol, twerey-five miles
south of Taylon, which lies twenty-
five miles south of Rykoff. The ene-
my halted at Onoi, twenty-five miles
south of Taylon, and at 5 o'clock on
the morning of July 3o, sent a letter
under a flag of truce to the Japanese
commanding officer from Gen Liapn-
off, the Russian governor, saying that
the lack of bandage material and in-
ability to succor the wounded compel.,
eel him from a sense of humanity to
terminate hostilities.
"The conwnander of the Japanese
force replied, demanding the delivery
of all war supplies and property of
the Russian government, the unin-
jured and' the delivery of all maps,
records and papers relating to the
Russian civil and military administra-
tion, and requiring their delivery in
reply at to o'clock on the morning of
July 31, otherwise a nattacking move-
ment would immediately be started.
"Col. Tolivitch, on behalf of Gov.
Liapnoff, met Col. Koizami, Japanese
chief of staff, on the morning of July
31 and accepted the proposed terms.
"Gov. Liapnoff, seventy officers and
3,200 men of the Russian garrison
then surrendered.
"The spoils, consisting of clothing,
papers and military supplies, are now
under investigation."
FEARS LOSS OF EMPIRE.
Sultan of Morocco Sorry He Called a
Conference of the Powers.
Paris, Aug. 4.—Information from
Fez reaching official quarters shows
that the sultan of Morocco, who first
proposed an international conference,
now tears that discussion among the
powers will result in the dismember-
ment of his empire. He therefor*
csillen an assembly of chieftains, who
formally decided that outside inter-
ference in Moroccan affairs was not
necessary. The sultan has since
shown oppotition to the holding of a
conference.
The Tennessee State soused Is hold-







INGTON TO LOOK INTO
SOME DEALS.
--
Territories to Be Watered by Artific-
ial Channels, Present Oppor-
tunities for Fortunes.
.0At'ashingten Setcial.)
A picked commission of govern-
ment officers has just been sent west
by Secroory Hitchkock to aid in ex-
posing new lines of graft in the gen-
eral land offices of eeveral states in
the forestry service .and the reelaina-
fion service. '
The commission is composed of
Frank Bond, of the general land of-
fice, A. C. Shaw, of the forestry serv-
ice, an A. E. Chandler, of the reclam-
ation or irrigation -service.
The commission will go first to
Deadwood; S. IX-tt will spend two or
three weeks in duo state and will then
move to other sections, where allega-
tions of irregularities have been made.
This conimission will supplement the
work -which was assigned by Presi-
dent Roosevelt two years ago to Corn
missioner Richards, of the general
1- nd office; Gifford Pinchot, head of
the forestry service, and, F. H. New-
el, in charge of the irrigation work.
These officiile -were directed to in-
e• re into various abuses under the
esoverning the award of public
. and to suggest changes in the
The board recommefided the
nent of theber and stone act,
7 o.orgested modifications in
• • . id laws. No action was
these reconunendations,
• -• -•om-4-O -sion will inquire in
f' -0" • in connection with
lio :on oovice. It has been
. .-. fast elesenee information has
sOoto •et. 'persons concerning
to be iv; ated by the govern-
t, thu. :ing them to lake out
elaime • •thin the region to be
• itered.- Cit-sges of this (diameter
: •'ve iri, r.Tee. -from time to time,
• n. ha. 7 be: t'enelittied by the officers
: • the head ilhis service.
The goverrement has spent about
$8,000aroo r $rt0000,000 in digging
irrigabon ditches in she West and
has on hoed looseao,000 to be devoted
to the same impose. Rich opportuni
ties for graft-are preeented and fort-
unes can be made if reliable advance
informatien can he secured regarding
the location M proposed irrigation
trenches.
Many cornOtaints have been made
lately to Secretary Hitchcock regard-
ing treepassing•on the government
forest reserves. Bold thieves have in-
vaded the federal forests- and cut tim-
ber therefrom.' Mr. Pinchot hopes to
secure evidence that wilt lead to the
arrest and punittrment of the offend-
!TS.
The eemmission will also look into
the charge that frauds existing in the
public land service in several ,tates
have been overledked in the general
investigation that has been made of
thece matters in the last t•PiRee years.
BARNEY DREYFUSS
IS KNOCKED DOWN.
Shoved a Priesthood Student, Who
Punched Him Over.
Pittsburg August 4. -The ball
game between New York and Pitts-
burg yesterehty was not only eliciting,
but fiurnished a number of unusual
incidents among the spectators.
During the strenuous seventh in-
ning when Pols-burg forged to the
front J. W. •Thalier ocillepaed, and be-
fore aid could 'be given wee dead,
the cause being apoplexy siesierioduc-
ed by excitement The next inning
there was a heated dOeussion in -the
private box of Barney Dreyfees, pres-
ident of the Prrtttlnirg-eltsb. Thellis-
cussion was steal-tort by en outshieir,
'Monne J. Wk-rd. of Minneapolis, a
student for the prieethood. Dreofnas
ordered Ward from the - box and upon
his refusal, shooed "him, when Ward
knocked Dreyfevi N'aid wet
arrested.
VALUE OF PRCYPERTY.
To Be Determined 'for 'Equitable
by Experts.
New York, Aug 4.-IF_xpert• have
-been appointed by Preeident Patti Mor
ton to value every pie of real estate
in whit& the Equitable life Assurance
'Society hoe on interest, .23,I4 the --Tri-
osne today, tie is stated eis have tak-
on this action yesterday a'hen he -re-
ceived the reprote of expert accoutt-
ants. These toe, it is a?kgeti, ist-
dicate the poseffiility of extensive over
valuation. The society owns in this
tcountey and ali;erad real estate vahrod
at approximately $36,000,000. Accord-
ing to the Tribune, it is thouglo possi
ble that this amount will have to be
reduced, While the valuation on par-
cels on which loans are otiostanding
imay have to be redoced by at least
To per cent
SEVEN MILLS ON
, • THE DOLLAR.
Cleveland, 0, Aug. 4 --Creditors
of Mrs. •Casaie I.. Cbatleok will re-
teive a total dividend of ebolit seven
mills on the dollar when the matter
is finally eettled. according to Refe-
. tee in Lankreptcy Ronington. The
assets -WiTI amount to __$.23,90o, it _it_ .
expected, against which are claims I
for attorney fee and court costs 1
amounting to $ro.3tie, leaving about
$14,000 with which to meet 112,000.000
of indebtedness.
Returns Today Illinois co




Board of Health Holds Adjourned
Session This Afternoon-Drum-
mers Having Troeble.
Mr. Gorilon Swift, of New Orleans,
leaves today for the South, having
been here since the first of the week,
and time of sufficient length to en-
tit:v him to a health certificate cer-
tifying to the fact that he has not
been in the territory infected by yel-
low fever. Health Officer Graves has
issued him the document which will
pass him through the quarantined
cities while making his Southern ter-
ritory for the R. G. Dan mercantile
agency_
Adjourned Session.
This afternoon at 3 ci'clock the city
board of health holds the adjourned
meeting at the office of Mayor Yeis-
er for the purpose 61 taking some
steps regarding the negroes coming
here cm their excursions the Eighth
of August front Southern points. The
authorities are deterritined to take no
chances with the Yellow fever scare
and will avoid as far as possible the
wholesale entry here of the darkies.
Trouble Traveling.
All the 'drummers traveling out of
this city report that they are making
their tertiaries with much trouble.
especially o-here the district traversed
goes yery far South. because nearly
all the towns are quarantined and
health certificates have to be had be-
fore one can pas; the lines.
Pittsburg coal is proving to the peo-
ple that it is the best and cheapest
cool.
BOAT FILLED WITH WATER.
Bardwell Man Drowned and Young
Lady Had Narrow Escape.
Fulton, Ky. Aug. 4.-George W.
Turney, of Bardwell. Ky., was drown-
ed Wednesday evening in Guy Jones'
lake, eight miles from Newbern,
Tenn. While Mr. Turney and Miss
Lillian Jones were out on the lake
their boat filled with water and sank
before 'it could be rowed to shore.
Neither MT. Turney nor Miss Jones
could swim, and both were powerless
in the water. Ed ,Brady and Clint
Atkins, who saw the accident from
the shore, hastened to the rescue and
saved Mis; Jones, who was going
down for the'last time. Mr. Tierney
went down before help could reach
him. His 'bride of six months was
standing on 'the bank of the lake
watching her husband when the boat
sank. The body was recovered and
taken to Baedwell. where the inter-
ment occurred today.
Those in The fiehing party were
Mr. and Mrs. George Turney, Miss
Lillian Jones, Marvin Gregory, Ed
Brady and Clint Atkins. Mr: George
W. Turney, the unfortunate young
man. was one -of Bardwell's most
prominent citizens, and a son of Mrs.
N. W. Turney.
Just a few months ago he led to
the alter Miss Carrie Jackson, one
of Clinton, Ky.'s, most beautiful
girls. He was -a brother of Mrs. R.
S. Williams, of Fulton.
-Miss Lillian Jones, who so narrow-
ly escaped a watery grave, is the
daughter of a prominent Newhern
banger.' Both are well known here.
SUGAR FROM CORN.
- -
New Process Is Expected to Revolu-
tionize Suomi Industry
Mar mhis, Tenn., August 4.-The
local ...plant of GOrOT Alliance com-
pany is being equipped with machin-
ery far the manufacture of sugar for
commercial purposes from corn,
which evill sell at about one cent a
pound %below the price -asked for cane
sugar.
It has a further advantage in that
it is a° 'fruit sugar." 'Experiments
along tile line bave been conducted
by experts for a long time and these
ave been satisfactorily concluded
and the "induct will be manufactig•-





.121hicago, Aogiot 4.-All records for
nneksmanthis, in the United States
alone were breken at Ft. Shetirlan by
Corporal Joseph Smith (colored),
Company G. lwenty-fifth Infantry,
from !Fort Reno, Okla. Allsemade
score of Olt out of a possible 2oe in
slow 1,re shooting. In rapid-4re
shooting, he ma6e a score of 97 ont
of a possible too.
ASN'ED TO CLEAN UP.
lowisvire, Angled a procla-
mation issued by the Kentucky State
hoard of health last eight every town
and city in the state is admonished to
clean up and ill the principal towns
are instructed to build detention hos-
pitals fnr cases seam-vied of being
yello‘• fever.
No Heat Now
To the fresf. paint to
rainOine dine rdaw "tea stay
if we do she work.





ioc a Week for The Register.
1R1 R.
Niagara Fails-August 4th, and
train No. too of August 5th, round
trip $17.05, good returning for 12
days. Tickets will Skie accepted from
Louisville only on morning train No.
16, B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. in connection
with C. H. &.D. R. R. from Cincin-
nati, Pere Marquette and Wabash
railroads.
Atlantic City-A1 trains of August
3rd, round trip $21-.55 in connection
with C. & 0. R. R. from Louisville,
and good on all trains of that line,
leaving Louisville August 3rd, and
returning until August 14th.
Atlantic City-All trains of August
loth; round trip $21.55 in connection
with B. & 0. SOW. R. R. from Louis-
ville and on all train, leaving that
place August tofh, good returning for
12 days. . .
Louisville, Ky.-July 30th and 31st,
round trip $6.95, good returning until
August loth.,
For further particulars apply,
J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Wad:mild, T. A.. Union depot.
Remodeling Sale.
Our increase in business has com-
pelled us to have our store enlarged.
We will offer special prices during
the months of August and September.
We quote a few specials:
Genuine Rogers teaspoons,
grade, 75c a set.
Genuine Rogers tablespoons, $3.00
grade, $1.5o a set, 75c for 3.
Genuine Rogers knives and forks,
$4.00 grade, $2.75 a set.
Roger Bros. 1847 knives and forks,
$4.50 grade, $3.50 a set.
A solid gold watch, Elgin or Wal-
tham movement, $12.50.
A Seth Thomas mantel clock, 8-day,
$4.00.
A gold filled 20 year guarantee case,
Elgin or Waltham movement, $8.25.
.Many other bargains the Price
should make you vet the woods.
Engraving done free on each arti-
c Respectfully,
$1.50
Eye See Jewelry &
Optical Co.
Twenty years experience.




For that Tired Feel-




Chills and Fever. For
sale by All Drug Stores
Price 50c per Bottle.
6RECN GRAY
"The Old Reliable Barber:" the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to io9 South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
era.
DR W. C. EUBANKS,
Homeopathist)




The city candidates tor the various
offices to be voted for at the demo-
cratic primary Aug. 21 will speak at
ftOlowing time and place. Everybody
invited to come out and hear them.
The speakings will occur at 8 o'clock
p. m. at the places and on the dates
below.given;
Miecharric.sburg, corner Myers and
Farley streets, Augite 8.
N., C. & St. L. depot, August 9.
Union drug store, Tennessee and
Gvebet averfue, August To.
Old depot, corner Eleventh and
Broadway, August It.
I. C. freight shed, Sixth and below
Trimble, Ausrest 12.
Coalman's, corner Twelfth and Bur-
nett, August 14.
Fire station, corner Jones and
Tenth streets, Asiguat 15.
Savage voting place, corner Six-
teenth and Monroe, August t6.
County court henne, August 17.
Market house, August 18.
City hall, August ,is.
Come one, come alf, AIM bring your
friends and hear what ihey have to
lay. Every citizen sbotilei be inter-
ested in the. affairs qf tiiet municipal
fiEI'iIi;if tux. city_ deitvg your
wives grid children: n•-.*; if will be
said or done that will mar the Oender-
est refinement of the hearers.
Subscribe for the Register.
Arr. 
J. K. Hendrick, J. Miller
HENDRICK _MI1A.ER
LAWYERS
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broauway.
Practice in -all the courts of tin




For First-class Upholstering, Mammas
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture os
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
315 to 219 South Third $t.
G. C. DIUGUID,
A.Irtr 0 RNEY"










Rooms zo, ii and is, Colo:aid
Building.
Paducah. - - Kentucky
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
-LAWYER-
Rooms at6 and art Fraternity Well
Will prso-te- •': • tints of Ky.
sad
DR. BOBT. J. RIVERS
120 *ORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office Hourst 8 to to a. m, 1 to 3
p. M. and 7 to g p. m.




Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32.
Paducah, KEekuciry.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence agfi Ocs 219





J. V. GRIEF, MGR
319 Kentucky Avenue.-Tel, 956-red.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones figs.-Rooms 203 and aoe
Fraternity Building.
Office phone 251,, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
H. B. KEEBLER,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER









'L.'S. DuBois, Prest. !Lc. Oveillasy, Vice-Prest. W. Hughes, Cashier-
STATEMENT
The Paducah-,Banking Co.
At Close of Business, June 30, isios.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts   11203,070.84
Cash and exchange   33,182.75
Furniture and Fixtures  700.00
Bonds 1,000.00
$237,953-50
Capital   roo,000.00
Deposits   115,619.23
Rediscounts   12,500.00
Tax account   0000.oe
Surplus  ,• 8,00o.00
834.36Undivided proiits ......
$237,953.59
224 Broadway, - - Paducah,
30bn I. Bleich, leweler.
e
Do you want a first class job by an







Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 5, Broadway.
44.44414.44444-1.444,_44 4+ O++4 +-I +1-1-1-1-1.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padue-sth, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplut; $1155,oaDo
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts ail regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays •
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
proof vault for rent at $3 to Ito per year as to sire. You carry your owl,
'fey and no one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS. KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
management, for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best, accommodations at reasonable rates





Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Ooods. Both 'Phones
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385-Residence 1696
GO TO
110TEL LA 00/11ARS/NO
FOR YOUR DINN R.
35e EVERY EXCEPT SUNDAY,
11:30 U'NTIL a P. M.



















































































































































WHAT THE SMART SET AT
THIS NOTED RESORT
ARE WEARING.
The Garbing Fits the Occasion,
Dresses, Jewels and Hair Dress-
ing Being Uniform.
Newport, August 4. —The season
here is now fully opened, and Ocean
avenue is gay with smart traps and
every variety of automobile is seen
on the island and far afield in the stir-
)roundirig country. ‘Vell known
members of "the smart set" are ev-
erywhere, in costumes that modish
the -equipage, whether it is a racing
machine or Victoria with blooded
pair.. The Casino is popular as ever.
In the morning especially, everyone
gobs there, and tennis holds the lead
in favor, as it has for some seaoons
past. .
Yachting Suits.
are exceptionally handsome, and pos-
sess an individuality unknown else-
where. Under ordinary circum-
stances, serge, mohair and linen' are
considered appropriate, but the New-
port belle thinks otherwise, and her
suit (this season) of the heaviest and
richest of plain silk; the skirts al-
ways plaited, with Eton 8r Norfolk
jackets reaching only to the waist;
marvels of art and beauty, so taste-
fully and elaborately are they trim-
med with silk braid and buttons. One
also sees occasionally the box coat
and even the three-quarter coat, but
these appear clumsy in comparison
with the jaunty Eton,
Bright Colors
base quite a showing in such suits—
navy and electric blue, a rich, dark
crimson hue and very delicate com-
binations' of black and white as well.
A pretty. ion is to have the waist
beneath'IW jacket embroidered in
dot-, to match the color of the suit.
Nate rau of albite linen, canvas or
whit* felt, of iiiurn size and usually
straightarounctidfm, very fully drap-
ed with white llbkrty si and,a mod-
erate -bunching at one side. The near-
est approach to a cap is a white linen
sailor with a "Tam O'Shanter"
crown and white quill at one side.
White buckslia or white canvas
oboes arc in order with white suits,
also many shades of tan Russian and
_black bather shoes, invariably with
rubber soles.
The Variety
of outer garments is simply endless,
from little capes and cape-shaped
boleros, to long wraps of ample fun-
ness that completely Cover the cos-
tume. Some of the ainartest of
the-e are tirade of Henrietta, com-
bined with costly laces. embr.4ikries
and panne velvets. This material re-
places the light-% eight broadcloths in
very many instance, with excellent
effect
For Auto Wear
whether in %% raps or costumes for
touring, it is e,sential that the ma-
terial chosen should be first of ail.
water and dust proof. Cravanette in
mime of its many forms is usually
chosen Cravenette is a proces. ap-
plied to almost any material from
silk to mohair or to cloths of various
weaves, so that the range of choice
is wide, consequently, materials for
auto-wear come in every conceivable
color and texture.
Newport Society.
has already enjoyed the debut of
three charming young ladies, of dis-
tinguished parentage and several oth-
ers wii4 soon be added to the list.
Cotten% for these interesting occasions
have been made of liberty satin or
moutseline. voile, union or radium
'ilk with lace trimmings. bie the all
lace robe is a favorite for this par-
pose, made over chiffon taffeta, with
chiffon interlining's, very full at the
foot.
Dancing and Evening Gowns
are of flowered chiffon, crepe de
Chine, of net profusely trimmed with
ribbons. of soft silk with embroid-
eries and chiffon flower garnitures,
of lace with flounces and bertha in
Eugenie stly)e, or of silk mousseline
in one of those 'hared pricesse ef-
fects. so very difficult to achieve, but
an admirable when turned out in per-
fection ,bv an expert.
NO TONGUE CAN
TELL SUFFERING
From Itching and Bleedini Eczema
—Pain Terrible—Body and Face
Covered with Sores — Doctors
and Medicines Failed,
ANOTHER WONDERFUL
- CURE BY CUTICURA
"No can tell how I suffered
for five years with itching and bleed-
ing eczema, until I was cured by the
Cuticura Remedies, and I am so grate-
ful I want the world to know, for what
helped me will help others. My body
and face were covered with ',sores.
One day it would seem to be better,
and then break out again with the
most terrible pain and itching. I have
been sick several times, but never in
my life did I experience such awful
suffering as with this eczema. I had
made up my mind that death was near
at hand, and 1 longed for that time
when I would be at rest. I had tried
many different doctors and medicines
without success, and my mother
brought me the Cuticura Remedies,
boasting that I try them. I began to
feel better after the first bath with
Cuticura Soap, and one application of
Caticura Ointment. I continued with
the Soap and Ointment, and have
taken four bottles of Cuticura Resolv-
ent, and consider myself well. Any
parson having any doubt. about this
wonderful core by the Cuticura Rem-
can write to my address.
Mrs. Altie Elston, Bellevue, Mich."
ITCHING ECZEMA
And All Other Itching and Scaly
Eruptions Cured by CutSteta.
The agonizing itching and burning
of the skin, as in eczema; the fright-
ful scaling, as in psorialk; the loss of
hair and crusting of !pulp, as in
acalled head; all demands remedy of
almost superhuman virtaoto success.
fully cope with them. That Cuticura
Soap, Ointment, and Pills are such
stands proven beyond all doubt.
Outtoors I.e, otaexaset. wed ruo nil llowail.e.0
11m0 world. Pilimr Dna( I Chem Corp .111•016., soi•
holl0101181s. ••• se-. ..c.. rommo.
Very Low Rates
Announced, Via
Extremely low rates are announc- r_lig StoresSOUTHERN RAILWAYed via the Southern railway front
points on its lines kr the follow:ng rI special occasions:
Monteagle, Tenn.—Monte..gie Bible
Training school, July 3—Aug. IS, loos Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
Monteagle, Tenn.—Woman's con- goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
gress, Aug. 1-15, 1905. etc, etc.
Nashville, Tenn.—Peabody college,
summer schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
inst:tute, June 14—Aug. 9, 1905.
Oxford, Miss —Summer school,




metre the effect of an entire costume
The Newport Fashioniat. •
is resplendent with jewelry this sea-
son which is unusual. A cross of
large or small jewels is suspended
from the neck of every one who
claims to be in style. All stones are
employed and in accordance with the
prevailing fancy for green, aqua ma-
rine and emeralds are held in high
esteem. Fashionable coiffures are
often quite low, in order to fill up the
-pace below the "high-back hat." The
crimped pompadour retains it. sway.
at the same time a few old time
crimps (without rolls of any sort)
failing ova,- the forehead, have been
seen at the Casino.
FANNIE. FIELD.
Fleeing Charge
CASE AGAINST JAMES NOLAN
WENT OVER IN POLICE
COURT.
Ed Hamilton, Colored, Given Con-
tinuance of Case Charging Him
With Stealing.
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.—Summer school
for teachers, June 16—July 28, 190$.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be sold to
these points- from all stations•on the
Southern railway. Detailed :nfortna-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting "hes
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C.
C. H HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
Louisville, Ky.
G. B. ALLtN, A. G. P. A., St
Louis, Mo.
In the police court yesterday morn-
ing there was left open the case
charging James Nolan with cursing
and threataing the fife of Will Cou-
deo:milk. Nolan claims Loudermilk
had made insulting remarks about the
wife of the former, who ic the retail
grocer of 17oo Tennessee street. No-
lan went to Loudermilk's home at
Ninth and Jackson streets one riight,
and getting him out of bed, started to
take him to face another who claims
Loudermilk made the derogatory re-
marks about Nolan's wife. At Sixth
and Adams. Laudermilk jerked away
and ran
Until today was continued the case
charging Ed Hamilton with stealing
copper wire, piping and other things
from the Illinois Central railroad at
different stations in West Kentucky,
and boxing the material up, shipping
it here.
Until next Wednesday was post-
poned the proceeding charging Jas.
Bulger with whipping his wife.
The petty larceny charge against
Lee Hart was continued until today.
Hecter Stovall, colored, was dis-
missed of a breach of the peace
charge while Florence Greer. ne-
gretcs, was given thirty days in the
county jail. They had a fight be-
tween themselves.
KILLED BY LIGHTNING.
Sharpoburg Ky., Aug. 4.—During
an electrical storm in the ncirthern
part of this county, Jack Rogers and
two companions, were in a field
working. Rogers took refuge under
a tree, while hie companions went to
a vacant building. Lightning struck
the tree, killing Rogers instantly.
This pretty costume; taken front
the Delineator, is made of pale blue Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
measaline and dotted Swiss. Tucks Dandruff cured by eleztrical treat-
and boxplaits dispoae of the fulness ments. Body massage,. Electrical
at the rot.- or tae Eva 4isircireailing Parlors, 43t Jefferson
gores and bretelde suspenders- afford street.
a stylist* finish. These are sometimes
made of the waist material, but the For perfection anti rarity smoke At the headskirt and suspenders matching gives Elk Dream toe tiger. Dream IQC Cigar.I
Rooms5 and 6 Register Building,







EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT





S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE, Asst.
305 South Third Street
Residence over store
Both Phones tio —Prices Reasonable
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers
120 North Fifth. Both Phones 355.
Residence tr•r Clay. Old ohoos Apt
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Bot413 phones 88 at the office, both
phones aso at residence. Office hours
7 to 9 a. in.; z to 3 Q. in.: 7 to g p. In.
A. S. DABNEY.
-D T IS T
Truene. r. /2•• 4"^
of the class,






W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.






OFFICES: I3enton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room 114 Fraternity Building.





Is ethe cheapest pn tb.e
market. We; also have
,--1-214 the best Kentucky Coal





too Room Xotel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING.
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL 41.
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 329 South Third street. I have
the nicest lane of samples for tints
in the city. Snits made to order.
The Most Complete Rubber Tire Plant
In The City._
THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MOSf COM-
PLETE LINE IN THE CITY. 0 UR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. L ET US RE-RUBBER YOUR
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRA DE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES. WE
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDL7.8, BRI-
DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULE
JEWELRY, BUGGIES. PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS AND
SPRING-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE NO.
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.
JOHN G. REHKOPF BUGGYCO.
E. H. RuRyEAR,
A T TORN EY-AT-LAW,
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ES; WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EAST
"MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR ST.
sr.DG• r* W. WIIITIEMOK SG. Fots..thisJoh. tis
HEATING
Hot Water - Steam
11"›-
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or ho'rne so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right




the. real estate agent. gi75,ctes
worth of city property for sale and
thirty-five farms: also three safes.
Etkr Houses for rent.
Telephone, old, re65.
Henry Mammert, jr., the relisbO
book manufacturer, Blank nooks,
-Job- and Editinn binding. 0411
exclusive book binder in Paducah
Library work a specialty.





St. Louis and Teuessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best'
excursion out of Paducah
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table;
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in.
For other information apply to Jas.
Kogtr, Superintendent; Frank L
rent
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
5t.o2es ea2d
FUrrzitare.
Buy anything and sell everything
218-220 Court at. Old phone !pa
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC _PHYSIcIAN.




Dry HotAir Baths given when 
A
et/






At Register Building, eas Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
Rf..sBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, KY., as second-class mail matter.
Taring to 6ubscribers.
elite Year  $5.00
s Months  2.5o
h she Months  has'
C - Week  To,
r- -^-e failing to receive this paper
T • ' should report the matter to
-ter office at once. Tele-
"-- ---eherhand 3113.
tvrc:zy 711—iing, Aug. 3, 7905.
Some -" -hosing" Things.
"The- art auite a number of
fh-ross happennig. In fact
some real "aronsing" things have hap-
pened. For instance, a scamp sells a
piece of property and purposely con-
ceals defects in the title and then is
forted by the cotirts to disgorge his
ill-gotten gains and make -restitution
to the tune of several 'hundred dollars,
and it's real "am-osing" to see how it
hurts him to have to pact with money,
a good part of which was made by
such slimy tricks. Following such
exposures it is astcmishing to see the
misfortunes of one who compelled the
lawful restitution made fhe 'basis for
the culprit to open his vials of venom
and spleen by perposely distorting
facts for the sole purpose of revenge.
Respectable and decent people are
above such conduct. and it is only
very common people of low down
proclivities who indulge m sue% con-
tensptible tactics.
Another real "amestrig" circum-
stance is where•a federal officer ris-
fraud; the goveleneneva out of A law-
ful license and after being run down
and confronted, with the evidence he
is forced to disgorge more of his ill-
gotten dollars . and then to piteously
whine and beg for mercy at the hands
of the mutt officers to keep from be-
ing indicted and brought before the
'tar for his. wilful violation of the law.
Maim good Citire114 are of the opin-
hilehat much ettaractere may be prop-
claseed as scoundrels and as sten:
they ought to be run het of town. It
would no Stioubt be real -amnsing" to
the decent-people to see ouch eTTTA
ly exposed, and it would perlra-ps 'ben-
efit the consmunity to do en.
The official programme for the re-
eeption of the members Of the Japan-
the and Res-sheen peace emery parties
and the int rotinction of the COMThi•-
aions is annowneed. While the Pro-
gramme emacks considerably of -roy-
al toadyism it seeing necessary the
the greatest of ill -nations can be duly
courteous in a diplomatic way to
limo 4poople who -tv ga rd such things
s hog-ether proper and therefore
neceseary. But nevertheless it is
hadyism all the same:.
Jesse upset the eve hit the Rueices-hap.
enese peace conference it is announc-
ed that the envoys Of each govern-
ment have fell power to adjust the
differences of the two illations inter-
ested. It has been said this was not
the case by the "yellow" prece and
that therefore prospects of peace
were not likely. Peace it "c now
clear, hinges almost if net entirely
opon the demande which Jape's will
make.
It iv announced from Copenhagen
that et tbithhhichioth to an a_micho_
hide tor of the- ;Iishstertirei
differences between • Norway and
eden. It is salsh agreed that a
fgesoal dissohition of the old union
It is now charged That there has
bi.eti grafting in connection with the
forestry service and the reclamation
service in several of the Western
states. The government has sent a
commission to investigate the charges
and from reports they will have much
to tell the nation. Again it is timely
to ask, What next?
An Indecisive
Vetdict Returned
(Concluded From Page One.)
with his right ham!, but I did not see
hiin pull any pistol. I was so excit-
ed at the time that I did not notice
who was about the office."
Mr. Wilhelm's Statement.
Mr. James E. 'Wilhelm, of the Reg-
ister, stated as foLlows:
"I heard the shooting from the
business office of the Register that
sits beside the Fraternity building.
I irushed over to Loving's office.
There was nobody in the private
room. Rose was lying full length
on the floor, face downward, his bead
lying on his arms and he groaning
Dr. C. E. Purcell came in and I re-
marked to him, 'Doctor, he needs a
physician.' At this I walked out. I
beard the two shots fired first and
took several steps before the third
one exploded. Loving was standing
in the hall and said, 'I had to do it;
I just had to kill him," . I remarked
t•his was too bad, and asked where
Rene was. Loving said in the of-
fice and I walked in. There was
nothing in Rose's hand. I realized
the man was dangerously shot."
On being cross-examined Mr. Wil-
helm said that his attention was first
attracted by shots and that it was
about one-half of a minute until he
got from his office to Loving's of-
fice. He did not notice whether the
windows were up on the po-stnffice
side of the room, but there was no-
body in the private office when he
got there, except Rost lying on the
floor,
Mr. Blow Recalled.
Mr. Vernon 'Blow yeas recalled to
the stand and on being asked if the
manner of Rose was threatening
when Loving came back said that
Rose saw the dividing door open first,
and sprang to his feet. Mr. Blow
fhen looked toward the dividing
door, but could see no gun on either
party. The private door opened
from west to east inward into the
private office, and as he was on the
east side of the room, the door had
to be opened full before he could see
Loving enter. He continued that
when he caw Rose leap from the
table he left because of anticipated
trouble. He could not see Loving's
right hand.
Dr. Griffith .Testifies.
The testimony of Dr. B. B.
fith was as follows:
"Dr. Purcell Was in the private of-
fice When I arrived. I 'heard the
shots from my office over in the
Trueheart buiiding, on opposite side
of Broadway from the Fraternity
huilding. I heard two shots, and
then in about five seconds heard an-
other. I rushed over and examined
Rose. One shot hit him in the back
of the head, a little over on the right
aide and passed out in the center of
hia forehead, the brain exuding from
the latter place. The either shot
went in the center of the forhead
near margin of the hair, and came
out near the right ear. The other
Mot entered the left sfde near the
center of the floating rib, and remain-
ed in the body. Any of these shots
would have proved fatal. ROST was
dying and we did not think it neces-
sary to probe for the bullets. The
jagged appearance of the skin indi-
cated the exit of the bullet.
”Rose wac. breathing slow
practically
there ema
thought necessary. Coroner James
Crow came in while I was there.-
Grif-
and
eeless while T was
d as long as I
Another Doctor's Statement.
The next aitnese was Dr. II. P
Sights, whose office is on the second
floor of the Fraternity building, right
shove the mill quarters. He said-.
hhiany people were there when I
came down. Drc. Griffith, Purcell
and Sory were examining the body
One bullet entered the back of the
head, around on the right side a lit-
tle, and came (int near time right ear.
Another bullet entered -about the
margin of the hair in the center of
the head above the forehead, and
ranging downward two incites, came
out of the forehead skin down to-
wards the eyes. The other 'bullet
pierced the left side and street( the
thioal column. (Thic range of 'bul-
lets differs from Dr. Griffith, and the
autopsy showed Dr. Sights Was right
in every particular.)
"1 believe Rose had to be on. the
floor or in a falling' position for the
bullet to *hike -Rhone- elic -hair above
theforehead and then come &tit fwo
inche; in the forehead below the
trinrgin of hair. T helieee the tide
shot entered the spinal column and
produced immediate paralyeie."
„will follow in due tin and that Hal Corbett cross-examined the
doctor with the fol:owing result:
"The bullet entering in the rear of
the head behind ethe right ear came
out by the right ear. The forehead
bullet crushed the skull. If the bul-
let entering the side had not lodged
in the spinal column, it would have
come on out. Rose was 7 feet from
dividing door on table, and would
have fallen right there if paralyzed."
Dr. Purcell's Stateetnnt.
Dr. C. E. Purcell, the specialist,
whose office is on the opposite side
of the Fraternity building, and on the
second floor, stated as follows:
"I heard the shots fired anti :rush-
ed down stairs. Entering the office
Mr. Wilhelm remarked, 'Rose needs
a doctor.' I turned Rose over. There
was nothing in his hands. Three
hots were fired, the one entering
the forehead about the maegin of the
hair coming out of the forehead two
inches directly below where it enter-
ed. The bullet coming out by the
right tar entered the back of the head
a litle to the rear of right ear.
"Rose was gasping and practically
pulseless when I came in. Either
wound would have produced death. I
helped examine the pockets and
found money, notes, papers, etc.
Hon. Hal Corbett cross-examined
the witness, who said:
"Rose's hands were sticking out
down towards hi a hips when I came
in. I ant not so sure whether the
forehead bullet came out of the
forehead, but think so. We used no
probe as man was nearly dead. Neith-
er arm of Rose was under his face
when he was lying face downward
when I turned him over.
Another Physician.
The next doctor presented was Dr.
Robert Rivers, who said:
"Griffith, Sights, Purcell and Sory
were there when I arrived. The bul-
let entering the margin of the hair in
the forehead came out about the right
ear, while the bullet entering the
back of the head around on the side
behind the right ear, came out of tbe
forehead two inches below the -hair
margin where the other entered.
There were powder burns on Rose's
shirt.
"I found on the floor a flattened
bullet (it was shown the jury). if
cannot tell whether or not. Rose teak
down when there was fired the bul-
let entering the right rear of head
and .coming out of forehead. I found
the -bullet on the east side of .the
room."
Coroner Crow Testified.
Coroner James Crow testified:
"I went in room .and found Rose
lying there, and with the doctors
searched his pockets, finding money,
papers, etc. I did not find any paper
stating Rose was going to publish in
the newspapers anything about Iov-
ing's alleged forgery. There was no
paper at all. of this character on bis
person. There was neither any pis-
tol or knife in his pockets. The
shirt was powder burned."
On being cross-examined by Lov-
ing's lawyer, Hl Corbett, who did
all the cross-examining. Coroner
Crow said:
"The doctors were there when I
came. I was at Fifth and Broadway
when I heard shots. I met my son
Chancy near the Fraternity building
and be said, "Don't go up there; I
think Loving and Rose are going to
have trouble.' I replied we had bet-
ter go then if Rose was going to
have trouble. Wle then went to the
office. Rose's hat was lying on the
lounge, powder burned."
(The Evening Sun published that it
was reported the coroner found on
Rose's person the paper to he pith-
lishect about Loving. but Mr. Crow
says this is not true).
Rose's Attorney.
Lawyer W. V. Eaton, who has been
Rose'. atorney for years, testified:
"I have been Rose's lawyer -ince
toot. Rose met me the tporning of
the shooting in front of the Frater-
nity building, had a piece of paper in
his hand, and said it was a correction
to be published regarding Rose's ap-
propriation of the firm" money. Rose
said he was going to have Loving
sign the statement and publish it, and
that if Loving did not, then he, Rotes
was going to expose some forgery
about a note be claimed Loving forg-
ed Rote's name ec. as president of the
mill company., and .also as an itad
nal. Rose did not state definitely how
he was going to se Lovin
On cross-e--ea tin Eaton sat
"I saw Roe' trtly,- before
tchlock and he mid if loheing did no
fix up 'this matter, I wilh.tx ham wit
The others.' Rose showed me elsh
note. He said lowing had about
agreed to sign a retraction about
Rose's published alleged theft. Rose
stated Loving rang him up before tires
News-nemocrat published the article,
nthi stated that he (Loving) did not
%sett anything to come out to injure
Rose's standing. I asked Tom Love-
lace of the News-Democrat, not to
publish the piece as mattere had been
adjusted. Rose talked of photograph-
ing the note.
(The afternoon Sun repoeted that
Corbett was Rose's lawyer before
death and that Loving immediately
employed Corbett:lint Mrofhatehreaths
1--,e% has been Rose's -lawyer- for "ski's.
and ,that the reason Rae watt
betth office the day before t
was because Corbett
against Rose. and thr
him, and Rose had goltit
to get Corbett not to seie.)
Quinn's Testimony.
James M. Quinn, the life insurance
man, testified:
"I was up stairs in the Fraternity
building when the shots were tired.
One shot fired, then an intermission
occurred and two others came in rapid
succession. There was no outcry
that I heard of. Rose was lying on
ItU face when I ran down there. Hi.
arms were under his head like Mr.
Wilhelm: testified. Dr. Purcell and I
turned him over. Rose tried to un-
button his trousers while lying there,
also moved his legs after I had
straightened them out. Loving re-
marked to me on coming out that 'I
Fad to do it.' Rose had no gun in his
pocket. Fifteen minutes „before the
shooting I saw Rose..in the iinblic of-
fice of the lumber company very much
excited."
The cross-examination did not
change his testimony or add to it.
Recess Taken.
It was 12:30 o'clock by this time,
and Acting Cooaner Young adjourned
the inquest until 1:3o o'clock, at. which
time the jury met down at the Pool
& Nance undertaking establishment,
an autopsy being arranged to deter-
mine' the exact range and directions
taken by the bullets. At the afternoon
hour, in presence of the jury, newspa-
per people and several attorneys, Drs.
Sights, Purcell, Rivers and Griffith
helped by Student Overton Brooks,
cut the top of Rose's head off and
took out big brain. It then developed
for the first time that the bullet en-
tering the margin of Rose's hair above
the center of the forehead, split in two
;wed the exit of one half made the hole
two inches below the top wound,
while the.other half of the bullet went
on through the brain, ploughed
through the re-of of the mouth and
dropped down through the throat in-
to the lungs of Ro-e. lime autopsy
developed that the bullet entering the
right rear of the head did not get into
the brain but glanced under the scalp
and ,came cut by the ear. The stom-
ach of Rose was then cut open from
the left side 'where the other bullet
entered, around across the back to the
right side. probing then developed
that this ball went between the spinal
joints and lodged in the stomach cav-
ity on the right side. This was ac-
e, rding to Dr Sight's testimony. The
brain was weighed atal tipped the
scale at ea ounces, which showed un-
usual development, the ordinary brain
oeighing only about 46 ounces.
After the doctors cut the body and
head up the coroner's jury viewed the
remains. It took until nearly 3
o'clock to finish the autopsy. The
jury went from the undertaking es-
tablishment to the Kentucky Mill-and
Lumber company's office in the Fra-
ternity building, where the shooting
occurred. They there had the posi-
tions of everybody explained ot.them
in detail. Going hack to the"Fity
then this visit tt; the office taking ts
minutes, the investigation was re-
sumed.
The doctors then testified again,
showing the range taken by the bul-
lets. They were of the opinion that
the left side bullet was the first fired.
because Rose groaned, and he could
not have done this if hit in the brain
first. The doctors were then of the
idea that after the side was shot, Rose
aas falling when the two head bul-
lets were inflicted.
judge Park.
Judge Park testified that he was
sitting in his office on the second
floor of the Fraternity building, right
above the lumber office, when he
hoard one shot fired and a man groan
loudly. Then in a second two shots
came in rapid succession.
Charles George's Testimony.
Charles George, the painter, whose
place of business is in the stable
opening on Sixth street behind the
`tr. M. C. A., testified that about to
o'clock the morning of the shooting
he saw Loving go up Sixth towards
his home that is around the corner
off Sixth into Monroe street. In a
kw mitiotes he saw Loving come
back. Ile did not see the shooting,
but heard of same in about five min-
utes after Loving passed, en route
back downtown.
All Testimony In.
This finished all the testimony and
it was nearly 4 o'clock ill the after-,
noon. Justice Young then instructed
the jury to repair to their room and
frame up a verdict. I-awyer Corbett
and County Attorney Graves got into
pti argument at this point, the .ikirtner
artting the jury to decide avhethilt
Loving was culpable, say whether jus-
tifiable or unjustifiable, how, when
and where the shooting occurred.
Grave, did not want this done, but
Mr. Young instructed the jury to do
that as be believed it nothing but
proper. The jurors then repaired to
the office of City Assessor Sthwart
Dick and were closeted nearly an7hour
before they returned their verdict.
Split Half Found.
After the inquest it developed that
the half of the split bullet cohing out
of Rose's forehead Was found on the
office floor 'by Eugene Bryan, who
fornser'-vesseked-for-the.comperly 44
ii .very. bpi- flat and ch,aep-
edged.
Nothing to Bay.
"Lovinle AS yet fInsitively refuses, to
make any statement, but his lawyers
-
ABank'sStrength
The real strength of a bank lies in
the men who run it.
A large surplus is good only as show-
ing that the bank has been well managed'
in the past. The largest surplus is pow-
erless before a present bad management.
This bank invites and expects every
investigation of its business and officers,,
from those people who desire to open
accounts.
B. H. SCOTT. GEO. C. THOMPSON,
President. Vice-President and Manager.



















Admiesionh-General, 25C; Grand Stand, sec; Box seats, hoc.
Seata on Sale at Smith & Nagel's.
Game Called at 3:30 p. m.
say they will bring out at the examin-
ing trial a number of things not yet
developed.
Patrolman Aaron Hurley stated
yesterday regarding the publication
l in the Sun that M. Loving went tothe hall game the day of the killing,that the cireentstancs- were purely
busine,e. Mir. 'Hurley says Mk. Lov-
ing wanted to see Mr. Blow on busi-
ness, and we came down .to Fourth
and Broadway looking for the other.
Someone told us they had seen Blow
get on the car and go to the ball
game: Mr. Loving then asked me if
I would object to going with him
and getting his horse and buggy, so
we could go out after Mr. Blow. I
replied I would not protest. We got
the buggy. drove in a circuitous
route to the ball park, and went in
there and remained is minute, look-
ing for We. Blow and not finding
him' came right out and on back
home. Mr. Loving did not want to
gun the park at all"
Personnel of Jury.
The coroner's jury was. mode up of
reliable men, FA Farley being the
Aechaniceburr grocer, W. P. Jones
the former alderman and school trus-
tee svho is engaged in the cold stor-
age and butcher business in Meehan-
iceburg, W. P. Bower, the Meehan-
iertnirg man who owns the big Boo
acre farm at Blizzard's Pond, in the
Clark's rivet section of the county,
If. L. Harrison the cirvil engineer,




Recent dispatches from Omaha in-
dicate that Hon. William J. Bryan is
systematically organizing a move-
ment to secure for himself the demo-
cratic presidential nomination in tocifl.
The overwhelming defeat of Judge
i Parker will be urged as the reasonfor a recurrence to radicalism, with
Mr. Bryan as its logical leader and
exponent
I The attempt to bring the demo-
-hraic . pprhsshack to .its oleLeanaietilas
five bele WaS a failure '....,--'-^ the
Bryan democrats irr tin :r : `hero
t states, as a class. reftried o s ee for
,Parker. Mr. Bryan hi' - melt was
adroit enough not to bolt -,'he party
.orpnizietion, but his support of the
Parker ticket was qualified. lie had
abused Judge Parker before the St.
Louis convention met and bitterly
fought the platform adopted there.
In his later campaign speechee he
took pains to let it be d:stinctly un-
derstood that he made no' recanta-
tio
ns.A  a result of its three AUCCC ,ive
defeats and marked factional division,
the national democratic party is much
demoralized and it does not appear
now that besides the Nebraskan there
wiH be any eager "Filers after the
presidential nomination, but Mr. Bry-
an's appearance as a candidate will of
it-elf provoke opposition. Despite
the complete collapse of the financial
issue bn which Mr. Bryan made his
firm campaign, he still has a strong
personai following and his political
stock is higher than it was at a cor-
responding period between Iwo and
pol os.it,i0bau.t there is no man within the
incur party who would stronger op-
After the presidential election of
lsst year Mr. Bryan promulgated a
creed for what he called "the radical
and progressive democracy," and it is
probably on this plait, rm that he will
base his candidacy for another presi-
dential nomination. This platform is
unquestionably both radical and pro-
gressive, using the latter adjective to
indicate that it goes beyond anything
ever previously given cut a, demo-
cratic doctrine. One of the principal
features is state ownership of r '-
roads. It is hardly conitivable tat
the Southern demohracy. as a eshele„
will allow itself to be carried lh
Bryan to extremes of radical:-
to the iocialist propaganda. The ;ree
silver craze of t8s6 can be accourtecf
for, but Southern democrats, as a
whole, are not radical. They have lit
tie affinity- for socialism. The Southhs
attitude in a presidential eisripifigh,
where the issue is strongly drawn be-
tween radicals and conservatives,
would hardly -be wholly in favor of,
AO former, and a persistence towardtii
radicalism on the part of the demo-
cratic party would he likely to bring
about a dissolution of the solid South.
• Assistant Postmaster John hollards
of Richmond.  Jihhhh3irt:k ardLeftted ye ss
terday on the charge -of !Meg heglg-'
tered letters. Secret terhice , men
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4.'o Gave Princeton Another
feat, Latter Assisting in Her
Own Downfall by Errors.
steal secood. lefloClain singled itie
right. Bohannon flied to Duggadle
The official summary: It
Vincennee 
French, 2b. 
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FATE OF KITTY LEAGUE
RESTS WITH PRINCETON
1 How They Stand.
W. L. Pct.
Paducah  9 S .643
Cairo  8 6 .571
Vincennes, .....  6 8 .429
Princeton  5 9 .357
• Yesterday's Results.
Paducah to, Vincennes 2.
Cairo 6, Princeton 1.
Today's Schedule.
Vincennes At Paducah.
Princerk, fat Cairo. •1
i • Illiliaks Slugged the Ball. •7-.7- --
Heavy stick work and superb pitch-
ing by Weldon South, beat the Abe's
yesterday afternoon at League park.
The game was rather slow and life-
lees because it was so one-sided.
ilt was ladies day and about soo
"Were in attendance, the total attend-
inc, beige something near Moo.
A WhifSey stakted the pitching for, , .
VI/ nceanes but was knocked out of
the bok in the third inning and For-
ney, a catcher and outfielder, took his
place. • He fared but little if any bet-
ter.
1 
The Indians got down to business
in the i very first inning. Gilligan
singled but vitas forced by McClain.
Bohannon singled to left and Mc'
• Clain went to second. Roth advanc-
ed a bag on a passed ball. Taylor
followed with a triple to left center.
scoritierliklain 
I
. aid Bohannon. Tay-
lor ttilia to score on Brahic's out
1 • flour Barbour to Wilkinson, hut was
thrown out.
i
South started the third by walking.
illPellf, j...iligan beat out an infield hit, South
going to sec d. MoClain fond to
Wilkinson. lb hannoff' walked. filling
. 4. .a el& bases Taylor singled to center.
r South scoring, and, when Donovan
Jet the ball get by him. Gilligan and
- Bohannon registered, Taylor reach-
) '''4  ing third. Beattie died, 'Barbour to
I Wilkinson, Taylor, , Koenig. Potts
, hit to Barbour. Svhn threw wed to
first, Potts reaching second. He was
. later thrown out trying to steal third.
I In the fifth inning Bohannno sin-
1 gled to center. Taylor sacrificed hen
to second. Bealee went out from
French to Wilkinson. Bohannon go-
ing to third. Potts doubled to left
center. Bohannon scoring. Lloyd
1 went one lesehonr to Wilkinson.
• Vincennes' . first run was made in
is 
t cohee:ixth. Wilkinson singled .over
d base. Cooper fouled nut to
4 Lloyd. Hippert struck ' out. Bar-
bour singled to left and Donovan
singled to right, Wilkinson scoring.
Forney went net from Potts to
Lloyd.
The Indians scored another run in
the sixth. Land flied to Cooper. South
singled but was forced by Gilligan,
who stole second. McClain singled to
letf and Gilligan by a fast run reach-
ed home. Bohannon died, •Hippert to
Wilkinson.
Another run was added to Vin
cennes' list in the eighth. Wilkinson
beat nnt an infield hit Cooper
struck one Teippert was walked. Bar-
bour forced Hippert and Wilkinson
*med. Donovan fouled nut to Land.
'Lloyd, the first up in the eighth for
Paducah. tripled to the left field
fence and acoreed on Land's single
over second. 'South went nut from
Mattesnn to Wilkinson. Land going
second and stole third. Gilligan
fie a fly to short left. which Dungan
--eight on the run but &topper!. La"-'





NecClain. If.  5 1
Bohannon, eb.
Taylor, cf.  
43
3 1
Brahic, rf.  4 o
Potts, 2b  40
Lloyd, ib.  3 1
Land, c. ... 4
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Totals  34 to 14 26 8 t
'Forney pitched from the fourth in-
ning and allowed 5 bits, one a three-
base hit. Land out by being struck
by batted ball; Matteson out for cut-
ting base.
By Innings.
Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9---r h e
Vincennes 00000 1 0 1 o---2 7 4
Paducah 2 0 4 o 1 1 0 2 x TO 14 I
Earnee runs, Vinceenes 2, Padu-
cah e. Three base hits, Taylor and
Lloyd. Two base hits, lotte, Land.
Home run, Matteson. Stolen bases.
Gilligen, Land. Left on bases, Vin-
cennes 6, Paducah 5. Hit by pitched
ball, South by Forney. Sacrifice hits,
Taylor, Donovan. Wild pitch, For-
ney. Struck out—by South, to. Pass-
ed ball, Miatteson. Baser on balls,
f-sff Whitley 2, off South 4. Time of
game I :45. Umpire—Knbitz.
Infants Beaten Again.
'Cairo, Ill., August 4.—The Infant's
were easy this afternoon for Cairo.
The locals pounded Witt and were
aided in scoring by a fearful pile of
errors. The summary: r h e
Princeton  2 7 7
Cairo  6 It 4
Batteris—Wett and Downing; Bit-
trolff and Lemon
NOTES OF THE DIAMOND.
Mr. Whitley was sent to the tall
and uncut in the fourth inning.
If the league diebanda Sunday
likely Padecah and Cairo will play
a series oi games.
Cooper was benched in the eighth
inning for "jawing" hack at the um-
pire. •Duggan took his place in left
garden.
Bomar recently let Decatur, Ill.,
down with three hits. He was form-
erly with Hopkinsville but is now
playing for Springfield, Ill.
Gaston, foitiftly with Jackson but
for two aeasone in the Cotton States
league, is trying to get on the Patin-
cah team, but will not be signed.
Tom Parente the old Southern
league player', has been signed by
Cairo. Parrntt has been playing the
outfield for Greenvitle in the Cotton
States
Bonn°, recently rekased by Vin-
cennes, has signed with Kansas City,
of the American association.
Freeman ranks sixth as a pitcher
in the Central league.
!Italiic will probably pitch today
and South will go to right field litt-
le.% Perry is able to get back in the
game. If he le Lloyd will play right
and Gilligan first base.
Matteson got a home run on top
of the club house in the seventh in-
ning, but he slut first base fully fif-
teen feet and was called out after
reaching home. It was one of the
longest hits ever made on the local
grounds.
Wiley Piatt, the premier twirler of
the Kitty league, has "jumped" to
Hickman, Ky., where he joined the
strong independent club of that place.
It is reported that Pirth is to get
Stoo a month, board and all expenses
front the illiclintan club. The first
report was that he had gone there to
pitch one game, but Manager Lloyd
steted last night that nati had jump-
ed. Yesterday was his turn to pitch
here.
In running after Land's foul fly
Cooper ran against the east side
fence near the club house, knocked a
T board off and fell clear out of the
o patk. Fortune favored him for he
was not hurt with the exception of
o a few scratches.
The L. A. L.'s leave this morning
for a trip through Southeast Missouri
and will be gone about ten days.
Eight game e will be played on the
tip, three at Sikeston, beginning
Sunday, August 6, two at Portage-
ville, on the 9th and loth, and three
at New Madrid, on the itth, 12th
and- 13th. Manager L. F. Hugg will
take with 'him the following players:
G. Block, catcher; Douglas, 'Wool,-
dridge and W. Block, pitchers and
first base; Dargal, second base; Bud-
get, third base; J.. Hugg, shortstop;
Yarbro, left field; Decker, center
field; Robinson, right field. The lo-
cal amateur champions expect to
capture five of .the games.
The Kitty league is in danger of
going to the wall. The Princeton
association has weakened and held a
meeting last night for the purpose of
raising money to continue the sea-
son. What was done is not known
'here. A telegram from Princeton
stated that the team would play its
last game Sunday if the necessary
fund was not raised. Princeton has
been shaky for several days. When
the town was taken into the league
the Register contended it was too
small but Farnbaker advocated
Princeton and carried his point. The
little towns have been the cause of
the Kitty league becoming almost
bankrupt. First • Henekerson quit.
Then it was Princeton or Hopkins-
ville. While -the latter demanded to
retain its berth, chiming to have
enough money to play the season out
it was dropped in preference to
Princeton. In case the latter club
disbands Sunday the death of the
Kitty league will follow for there
cannot be a three-club league, and
two club* would not pay. It looks
like the Kitty is on its deathbed.
Pittsburg Coal. No slack, no slate,
no clinkers.
River Ripplings.
This afternoon at 5 reclock there
departs for the Tennessee river the
steamer Kentucky, which comes back
again next Thursday night. -
There skips out for Cairo at 8
o'clock this morning the steamboat
Dick Fowler, which come.' back to-
ner*
Teday the Reuben Dunbar gets out
of Nashville for this city and reaches
here tomorrow. She then lays until
noon Monday before departing for
Clarksville, Tenn.
This morning the John S. Hopkins
gets out for Evansville to return
again from there next Tuesday.
Yesterday the Jae Fowler went to
Evansville. Tomorrow she returns
and remains here until Monday morn-
ing before ring hack that way.
Yesterday the Rees Lee left Mem-
phis. Tenn., and gets here tomorrow
or her way up to Cincinnati.
The Peters Lee gets away from
Cincinnati this afternoon and reaches
this city next Tuesday on her way
down to Memphis.
The City of Memehis passed up
yesterday en route back to the T
'lessee river from St. Louis.
The City of Saltine gets out of the
Tennessee river today bound hack to
St. Louis.
Col. G. W. Patton, a prominent
lawyer, and formerly United States
Marshal of West Virginia, died at







Office also Park Rld'g, Mayfield Ky.
Goes To Benton
REV. PINKERTON FILLS OWN
PULPIT TOMORROW
MORNING.
Rev. T. Y. Owen and Assistants Are
Conducting Successful Revival
At Lone Oak
Tortori ow morning at the First
Christian church Rev. W. H. Pinker-
ton will fill the pulpit, he havng re-
turned from visiting in Ghent, Ky.,
where his wife remained for a long-
er visit. In the afternoon Dr. Pink-
erton goes to 'Benton, where he starts
a revival meeting and remains for
several weeks.
German Evangelical.
Torhorrow morning 'at the German
Evangelical church on South Fifth
street, Rev. William Bourquin will
preach on "Darkness and Light" ,n1
the Englieh language. In the even-
ing he speaks on "Nearer Mt God to
Thee."
Newel! Society Entertains.
Yesterday afternoon and evening
from 5 until 7 o'clock the Newell so-
ciety of the Broadway Methodist
church entertained with a delightful
garden party at the lawn surrounding
the residence of Mr. William Eades,
of Jefferson between Ninth and
Tenth streets. The young people had
a large number of patrons calling and
furnished them with delightful amuse-
ment, interspersed with dainty re-
freshments.
German Lutheran.
Tomorrow morning at the German
Lutheran church on South Fourth
street, Rev. Ilten will not hold any
services as he goes to the country to
preach. In the evening he talks in
the English language and uses as his
topic: "VVely Should We Follow
Christ." Sunday school occurs at
9-30 delock in the morning.
Minister Removed.
Rev. B. W. Bass of the Tenth
street Christian church has. moved
from the Campbell home at Sixth and
Washington streets, to the Lawyer
John G. Miller residence at Ninth
and Clark streets and gone to house-
keeping. Mr. Miller and family have
broken up housekeeping and gone to
boardiug with Mee. Emma Rehlespf
at Fifth and Monroe streets. To-
morrow Dr. Bass will fill his pultpit
'both morning and night.
First Baptist.
Tomorrow morning Rev. A. S.
Cheek of the First Baptist church
will commeme a series of three set-
irons on "If All the Metribere Were
Just Like Me, What Would This
Church Come to Be.' This will be
divided' itno three subhead's, and to-
morrow morning he speaks on 'Do
Nothings" while next Sabbath morn-
ing it will be "Do Links," and the
last Sunday "Do Somethings." He
has not yet decided on hie topic for
tomorrow evening.
First Presbyterian.
Rev. W. E Cave tomorrow morn-
ing at the First Presbyterian church
will preach on "The Question of
Questions." There will not be any
worship at night.
e'Ttemble Street Methodist.
Rev. A. C. Holder of Lake- Provi-
dence, La., is in the city with his
wife for a visit to the latter's parents,
Mk. and Mrs. C. .W. Morrison, of
North Twelfth street. Tomorrow
morning Dr. Holder will fill the pul-
pit of the Trimble street 'Methodist
church, while also at the evening
hour he preaches there for Rev. W.
W. Armstrong.
Third Street MethocEst.
"Chriq and Him Crucified, the
Chief, Glory of God," will' be the
topic for tomorrow morning's sermon
at the 'Third street Methodist church
by Rev. Peter Fields. At night time
he !elks on "Equality or Level Upon
Wiltice God has Placed Both Rich
and Poor."
Cumberland Presbyterian.
Tomorrow morning at the Ciimber-
land Presbyterian chetch the regular
Sunday school services will be con-
ducted, while at evening the Christian
Endeavor meets at the usual hour.
North Twelfth Mission.
At 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
the regular •Sunday-school services
will be conducted at. the North
Twelfth street Baptist mission.
Grace Episcopal.
Rector David Wright will preach
at the Grace Episcopal* church to-
morrow morning and night.
Second Baptist.
Rev. E. H. Ctinningham of the Sec-
ond 'Baptist church left for Cadiz,
yesterday with the remains of his
wife, therefore others will occupy his
pulpit tomorrow.
Lone Oak Revival.
Rev. T. J. Owen is still at Lone
Oak, in the county, conducting the
protracted meeting at the Methodist
church, and is meeting with consid-
erable success, a number of conver-
sions being made since the gathering
begun la-t M'ionday. Rev. T. J.
Newell went out and preached five
times during the week at the meeting
which continues oh through next
'Sunday, and then still further if
deemed advisable.
Benton Meeting.
The Benton paper atriving yester-
day stated as follows: Next Sun-
day, August 6th, Elder W. H. Pin-
kerton of Paducah will begin a re-ies
of sermons at the Christian church in
Benton.
Bro. Pinkerton is an able preacher
of the gospel and an entertaining
speaker. A cordial invitation is ex-
tended to everybody to come and
hear him. The Benton church is
lucky to get a man like Elder Pink-
erton to hold this meeting, and he
should +lace a good. hearing at the
first meeting.
If you have never tried Pittsburg




TEE WILL DO THIS
TODAY
•
The City Democratic Commitee Is
Preparing for the Primary of
August 21st.
Today a the .office A Jeawyer W.
A. Berry on the top floor of the Fra-
ternity building, a meeting will be
held by the democratic committee
from 'this state senatorial district for
the purpose of deelaring J. Wheeler
Campbell as the party nominee for
re-election to that public position.
The committee held a meeting some
eeeks since and decides" to hold a
primary for the purpose of selecting
the nominee, but ae Mr. Campbell was
the only candidate for the position,
there is no necessity of holding the
election by primary, therefore same
is called off and he announced as the
party candidate. He has been filling
the unexpired portion of the term of
Hon. Mac D. Ferguson, who re-
signed upon being chosen railroad
commissioner from this district.
When the primary W445 first called
a large number of partici. announced
that they would run for the position,
hut afeerwarde changed their minds
and abandoned the field.
This district is composed of Mar-
shall, McCracken. Ballard and Car-
lisle countiee, and the chairmen of
these respective county democratic
committees compose the senatorial
district committee.
Preparing Ballots.
The arsangements body of the city
democratic committee is preparing
to have printed the ballot, for the
municipal primary called ter August
21st, and shortly will have everything
ready for the election. The members
of the committee state that entries
not made before last Monday night
cannot be considered as the party law
gives them authority to place the time
limit upon the entries, therefore the
cootentione of others that people can
get in the races up until fifteen day-
before the primary is of no avail and
they are barred. The contest comes




We carry an extensive assort-
▪ ment of moat fragrant perfumes e,
—both American and foreign— -e
assortments which include the
newest and daintiest perfumes
as well as all the old favorite










Stamp & Stencil Co.
Rubber Stamps Made at Home
Can be appreciated more than
those made elsewhere. we
are prepared to furnish all








fact, anything in Rubber Stamp







The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
Four Cents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
I.AUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 1315.
C. B. Hatfield
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
THE NORTHWESTERN MU-
TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUKEE.
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEART
BUILDING. OLD PHONE, OF-
FICE, 199; RESIDENCE, 316.
PURE COAL
Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat, burns up clean
Family Lump, well screened 11c bu.
-Large Nut 10c bu





and makes no clinkers
Large Egg lic
Nut 10c bu.
United States Gas, Coal Coke Company
130th phoncts 245. Office Foot of Ohl eet
•
S
?M. - , ..•••••••••..•.•
' WIND OF ANCTERT METEOR.
11011k•rore at Willionasburg,
earth Sinai Appears to
Old X Ly Visitor.
What seemed to be fragment+ of a
ileagnetio iron meteor, which may have
leacended to the earth centuries ago,
liras discovered the other day by loins
kborers who are excavating a utilise
eu Knickerbocker avenue, at Cornelis
'street, Williamsburg, N. Y. The die-
'ovary was made at a depth of 40 feet,
being necessary to remov• a hill 31
feet high before the sidewalk level wee
peached.
Upon reaching a ten-foot depth in
Ohs cellar exeavatton the men came
Irvin the hard subetanoe, and at first
believed it nothing but solid rock. Its
extraordinary weight, however. nind•
flbern examine it more chmely, und
when they cut into a large plaice of
She matter they found the interior was
a solid mass of iron ore beneath •
Marface several inches deep of hard
card yellow slay.
The search was extended further,
end the men came upon • perfectly
for mad ape's head and also m relent
head. All the matter was turned ovee
to Frank N. Schell, the contra'otor,
who will transfer the relics to some
museum.
"It appears to me," said Mr. ScheR.
'ghat when this meteor fell, perhaps
leenturies ago, it struck the earth like
a shower of hailstones would. That
ithe pieces are all ancient is evident
lirom the hard yellow clay which nue
Mounts each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
iiiile.41111V1ILX Devitt* of Societal /WWII
CO C. Placed on Somas of the
Warshtps.
The navy department is providing
iseme of the warships with a new life
soft, says • Washington special to
She Neyr York World. It consists of
an elliptical topper tube somewhat
dattened, with air-tight compar4
intents, strengthened by ens. The
Sabi is incased in cork, rround with
isanviss and made absolutely water-
tight. Attached to this float is e
rope netting three fest deep, from
prhich is suspended a wooden slatted
Sottoss. The netting is suspended
len the Inner side of the float 'rota
Mama which travel on lasehiags,
libat the bottom Yenta •a The propei
rlostasi alls upon the water when it
in no matter which aid.. of the
an thrown overboard. It does not re
= to be righted, adjusted atal &boat; it Is ready for Berrie/
She moment it strikes the watea
Bare are attached to the sides of the
illeat to propel it when it is occupied.
/enough persons cannot get on this
Oran to sink it, and, unlike the life.
best, it cannot espeim or founder,
Meer, like • raft, go to Ogees against
idle aides of • ship.
The war department is smoldering
lthis 'Arise:City of equipping army
rtinsporte with the same sort of
Meat.
NAUTICAL SCEL1L AT MANILA.
--- —
travel Ofileials to Do everrytalts Poo.
S is t• faitreaa• Eteriew.r
of the lostitutise.
' Na•ai officials at Manile :”tend to do
;everything possible for th success of
*he nautical school at that place. This
Institution was inherited from the
Spanish government. It has been in
"hams of Lieut. Richard H. Townley,
!United States nay), who was recently
lastached trim that duty and ordered
some for complicity in certain irrem
pallor business relatiens with army sub-
nistence officers at ettanila. Anothet
ieffieer has been placed in charge of the
Restitution.
4 The school offers a free education te
residents of the Philippine linands in
ouch professional duties as will equip
She cadets to perform tha duties of
masters and efileers of merchant ver
Is. Bu., while the education is chief-
of a technical and a profeenional ma-
re, the students also are given broad
Sad liberal instruction In the general
*ranches of mathematics, geography,
✓ammer, English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
leebool with a practice ship to corb
h4ne practical with theoretical tnstruo
*ion in navigation, seamanship, and
the general requirements of the pro
tension for which the students are te
be prepared.
fertreleas Telegraphy for Warships.
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
put in his annual report, says a New
Work Herald dispatch from Wasting..
Ion, the neeesaity of equipping Amer.
lean men of war with•eystem of wire-
less telegraphy. As soon as the ap-
propriation is obtained he will recom-
mend •he system to be adopted for the
naval service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
fon Clover. navel attarhe in London,
is deeply occupied with his current
work. the rear admiral has recom-
mended to Secretary Long that a wire-
less telegraph expert be sent 1.0 Eng-
kod to represent the nary in the
trials of the ewe Mew systeins 4.
*eloped by Lloyd's agenda'.
alectrielty on Dew York General.
i Electricity for the New York Cen-
tral railroad, at least to equip its
lines from the city's Berths to thr
Brand Central station, is more them
O pees:nifty of the near future. It is
/aid that an eleetric engine, in many
pit its details unlike anything now in
weirs, has been perfected, and that
og will 1110011 have a trial. If its sum
loess is as great as is promised, steam
rower may pass from the Grand k
$ral xis lion before January I, 11K
•sidise_set .111taaeleAes Warm Lig ,
- ifinisesiiii-leria laids have
"anoed more than 100 per nee_ ige
iui during the Paid sires rears
IN AlosCs°UNT than a din wuet.tigeorT kherffnre °is' an
mained a rural section which the people in
the towns designated WI the "jungle," a term
of contumely banded down from • period
when this portion of the county was isolated
by impassable roads and covered with deem
timber's. The "jungle" fell behind in the
march of progress. The farm wagon coo-
reyed the family to church on Suadage when
the people on the prairie rode in "spring
wagons" or owned buggies. There was one
prevailing style of architecture, which is still
frequently seen, the square log house with
one room and a boxed-up kitchen at the aide,
The lights streaming through the ea* small
wi.adow snowed, such decorations on the
walls as a shotgun and rifle, the horn pow,
den flask and hunting pouch, and trophiee
ed the hunt, while on winter evenings the
(leering firelight from the cavernous fire
plane threw shadows in and out among the
festoons of ocions, a dried pumpkin, sad
"middlin's" auspendeilfrom the rafters.
The house in which Beater Lane was here
stood in a small cleared space in the heart
of the "jungle." Here she grew to woman,
nood with no wider experience with the oaf.
tide world than the weekday walk to thisaeareat village, and an annual journey totals'minty met in fair time. •
iier first hardship came to her at the
of six., when she must trudge each day toe
le miles to the district echool. But schoollays in the "jungle" were soon over1. the boys
getting the most of the "schoolin becausethe girls married and had no use for it,
rhere were no bachelor maids in the "jinegle." 'Marriage wait a certainty about which
there could be no doubt.
Hester Lane being what the natives of the
"jung'ie" caeed • "good, smart girl." itWU expected she would make a good match.If the lane home was more picturesquethan some of its neighbors it was because
liester's hand trained the morning glory
vines over the window in summer and hidthe woodpile behind a bank of sturdy holy-
hocks and princess feathers. Tin pans
and pails shone nowhere else with such
brightness and luster as they did on thatbench outside the kitchen door. Beside'
Hester had pieced more patchwork quiltson the long winter evenings than any othez
girl in the "jungle," where a feather bed
and bedding and a cow was the dowry every
bride was expected to bring to her has
band.
Heater had her choice between Squire
Bindsoe's eon William and "Jim" Gillian.
•hose father am the big land owner In
the "jungle" and could set off tea acres
for the young people to start out with. Bo
Lag • prudent-minded young woman, Bee
cer took "Jim" and the wedding day wet
see for Octorber.
Squire Eudsoe, who had "tied the tzar
in every marriage ceremonT whisk had
taken place in Lb. "tangle' for a usede,officiated, and sopplemeeted the
wit', each solemn advice as he dt:orstel el ag
neemeary for the young people to take. A
weddl in asthe "jungle" was • quiet Oaf;
the rem celebration being the "Weir" en thefollowing day, when the coansekushend took
him bride to his father's
Piss and proud Heater looked as the
sat beside "Jim." on the boat seat el the
sew wagon in her "iafair" oirese of "shy
Was delaine," trimmed with white lase so
the raffiea, and her last semen's hat re.
deserated with fresh ribbon bows. Thl•geMg away costume represented the savings
es the sale of eggs and butter above the
lefalail made," too, • sewing machine net
groceries for many weeks. It was
yet being one of the luxuries of the Lead
household.
Early as they were, the "Weir" somaswine arriving before them, The theirswere arranged in • semicirel• around tbe
room and "Jim" and Hester eat dews
near the open door. The company, the
older members first, came forward one by
sae slid 'shook them by the hand Lad el
heed their eongrecuiations. There was
es'y me phrase in which the good wishes
Dodd be conveyed. "I wish you much toy,"
repeated each neighbor, solemnly, ana sM
dotes again. Then there was silence In thimeat, the guests staring blankly at the
bride and (room, whs relieved their sae
barrasameat by occasional whimpers to each
ether
When the jests and witty layette?
salivated the festivities of the 'Jungle"
were exhausted eorm of the older foible
gas renilniseensing of former wedding so
maim&
cartons how the world does change.'said Uncle "Jimmy" Taylor. He and hi,
wife "Aunt Laura," were the pioneers
od the limes." "You young folks wim
pt married and start out in the world
nowadays don't know what hard times are
You've lumber to floor your house with.
end a rook store, and you can bey Ueda
and chairs and table already made. •It
vaunt so SO years ago, wises Luca and
get hitched.
"Laura lived st old Kashaelds. Nes
father bad come over on to the Illinois side
from Kentucky, and I, being a roving chap
and tired of Melrose., kills, turned up there
one day and went to work for him. Seed.
tag was all done by lend la those days, and
Laura helped in the cram pleating. Vt • fall
in love and were married. One day after
that I took Laura up behind me on • horse,
and with all our worldly goods tied ta a
bundle we started out to seek our fortun
in tilla new eirentry. We never stopped
we reached the "jungle," and tor up I
Floe of land and built • cabin. I made
the furelture with my own hands, and 
Tbooked on the coals in the replace. arafi 
le go to pt. Louis for almost everything,
la those days, and Latu-a staid aloes is tit,
wilderness, but the Tedians were goose, and
there wasn't anything more dangerous La
the woods than varmints and wildcats."
"And we didn't have lialair' dialers to
those darn" said. 'Jim's' father. We had
turkey and venison, which we shot lithoimpede, and for take and pie we had geed
corn pones baked hi the coals on the
'Jim's' mother didn't have • site
wedding dress like Motet hem but
Unsay "rectify she wore herself and
the wool for It. too. There wesa't se
hats la them dam the girl was proud w
weld get a bit of calico to make a 'anima-
see.
/here would hare been ms Aeries ef the
good old days whee simplicity reigned at
wedding feasts, but die men must heavesway for th• Thou's-raising," and b•fmN
the me went lows the loge "Jim" had
Baron:illy hewn and piled on a pretty sate
ea the ten acres were in their Wan% maul$ new home wea reedy in the "jungle."
Inithe evening "Bill" Bledsoe, the ro
rz suitor, to show that he cherished soad , brought his fiddle and there was a
lases in the raw house, a "Demseerarene
let," and the wedding festivities were err.
Jim" and Hester etel live in the
"eagle!' but the little hones has ether
F
added to It, and a neat picket tease
ir111-kept orehard and garden set-
tzeitutinvetestrieterity TWA nnit:d1
timothy and hJa r,- - endthe
womb
HELPS kOK HOUSEKEEPERS.
tea of informotloo Pertaining to
Ce;lisary Department—Souse
leicelleat Dishes.
Aluminum is novo being used or
ensively as a mate/ zal for toilet arti-
les. It has advantages oier silver
n being light in weight and never
.arniehing, while it costs lese and cos
oe treated in an equally artistic MOD
aer, says Boston Budget.
With a can of deviled ham one can
cork wonders sometimes if one has
$ reliable cue to begin operations.
For instance, have & small can of it'
tied mix it through two gills of cream
weipeed stiffly. Add to this, too, a
fill of consomme in which is die-
',Awed half as ounce or even less
eelatine. Put this into paper cases
sr into little china molds and ant
m ice for as long a Hale as neces
...fry, or longer, und unmoid whet.
serving.
Old potatoes should always be
laced over the stove in cold water
And new potatoes in boiling water
Let the old uotetoes stand in lee wa
ter for an hour or two after peeling
-bef ere coUiong.
Epictireen butter is streed with
reined Meath. etc. To make it, put
.so tablespoonfuls of hesh. buttes
n • small bowl, and werk into it
horoughly with the poiet of a isle
/er knife a mixture of cayenne,
nixed he. b powder, minced parsley,
emon juice and mushroom powder.
Xlien this is accomplished, set it oc
et ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
snto oainly pats. Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made by
ipreading thin ovals of bread with
olual parts of finely chopped celery
old walnut mea:s, mixed with
:hopped olives sod a little mayon-
naise.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the stone apirally, as one peels
an apple, being careful not to let it
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
tiling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is -atm)
ctsed in doughnuts and fried drop
akes, causing the au..,gh to burst out
is very irregular oubbles en the
edge, which soak fat and make the
loughnuts heavy and unshapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pow.
ter makes the dough rise slowly, as
the gas is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, if you would
have the best. results. en her put the
biscuit into an oven of moderate
rather than intense at, that they
may have thee to rise before • brows'
Irma Is formed, or let them stand
lea minutes to rise, and then put
them Into • hot even. •
°reamed chic:ion or creamed sweet*
breads may take the place of creamed
oysters, and are really mere whole'
some and more easily procured. Par-
boil the sweetbreads and pick them
apart; to each pain allow one can of
mushrooms washed and chopped fine.
Stir these into a pint of cream sauce..
Where ch.eken is used, to each three
pounds of chicken that has been most
sarefully oiled and reit into dice al-
low a cal of mdebroorna and a pint
at cream dues.
FASHI IABLE FEMININITY.
Ittractive lireaturer of V. islets and
Gown. der 1. sumer Wear—•
Se •son •• '41•1110011.
Apropos of rev vats it may not be
amiss to hini Celt, retarn of the
pannier °verb:, ir, is persistently
threatened, says fashion authority.
A very stunnitie outing hat for
summer shows • felt crown and a
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waists are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
end lace tucks, and insertions with-
out number.
Mite with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is •
conspicuous favorite of the best de-
signers, and during bits of contrast
make • feature of Pant, gowns.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
rowns are again made with two or
three of these counted on a satin
'oundation for the skirt..
. Red silks are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season.
fhey are either shot with white or
Save an irregular pattern, are in
Iwo shades of red, or are in red and
'deck.
There is a new China silk which I.
iistinguished by perpendicular lines
af open work, like drawn work, with
s dainty interwoven design. This it.
especially attractive with yoke and
ieep mitten-shaped cuffs of lace, the
face threaded with narrow velvet rib-
bon in any color desireol.
This is to be a season of ruffles
aline a numbr: co the new fancy
waists are made with frills down the
front, sometimes a single narrow one
op She edge of the lap, sometimes a
broad ruffle and sometimes two, and
lacing opposite ways, so full as to
form a jejbot and concealing the fas
toning of the bodice.
Seep the Mother TOteleir and Raper
This charming power to throwaway
for the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to beton,
siclusively to babies. We took out-
rageous liberties with mother's sweet
face when we lay cooing in her arms.
and she was the happiest of women in
eonsaquence. Is it not a pity that
through our years of necessary train-
ing we should forget the trick of
playing with her ty the time we are
r:own? No girl. I am sure, could pos-
iibly misinterpret me Into meaning
that we are to turn sobs, considers-
Lona into foolish -Idicule. What I
malty mean is that many matters
would be improved if I sense of humos
tu1lgrapiJarmo; ina this can
beet be accomplish it by giria.-111ohne
Outaillee. Lediet Near Arsomil. itioar„.„.
A JUNGLE "INk'AIIL" ANIMAL PS YCHOLOtil
/525l101111 Suggested by the Pecu
liar Habaa of Raccoons.
Sotol000 of a Southern Oboe., ••• • a.
tam ti'arz of time beeralualy lb,.
tellistent Little Ilertitiene
of the Woods.
meastmal psychology is to be studiea
see, in Paris," said an observant
sitizen recently, according to the
New Orleans Times-Deruocrat, "sue:
the scientists are going to take the
subject up in • systematic way. That
Le a good plum It is a broad field, and
research along these lines will no
ioubt be productive of much interesting data. Heretofore what ecieotiste
have said along this line, and in fact
ill they have learned, has been of a
:heoretical nature, auli it may be said
that animal psychology has not passed
beyond the pertly experimental stage.
"Darwin came nearer formulating
in exact_hypothesis than any other
scientist when he took up the study of
the emotions and the means of ex-
pressing them, but even this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
erhich would place animal psychology
tmong the so-called exact sciences.
But it has occurred to me that a busy,
stietling center of population, where
me may find so much that is artificial,so mut* that is out of harmony flb
.he natural order of things, would
ant be the place to prosecute in an
•utelligetit and satisfaetory way •nudy of this intereming subject
turroundings a trifle more ruggedwould seem to afford a better oppor.
tuella, for the observance of mental
procenms in the lower order of life,
',though, of course, much may be
.earned by the method which has been
tdopted by European ecieetists.
"In the southern part of the United
itates these scientists might find 'leech
lam that would give them a more
iefirote clew to the reasoning meth-ida of animals of the lower order.
rhat little trick of theoprosaum, for
nstance, when he feigns death. ehowsmu element of shrewdness which one-*rely 'Ands: In orders of intelligence
supposedly higher. Take the raceoon.
Pl'hy is it that he will leap up on oneside of a tree and then jump as far asis can from the other aide? It is •rick. lie is trying to fool the dup:hat is after him by making him bee
ieve he is up thT• tree. The 'coon has
eracticed this gum.' for so long thatio well trained dog will ever howl up
tree until he has ciroled around is
several times to see if the game hastot resorted to the usual tn•ke-believe'Why is it that a 'eosin, when the:rye is falling ender tbe effect of the
minter's am will scamper dowe t
runk of tee tree toward the stinam'sae has tiro reasons for doing it. Irlie first place. 'inlets the -log knows%is business, he will ruses out is theerection of the felling tree, believinghe game will scamper out from theep. In the second place, he reason,..hat it le aster for 'body and limba either event he is so-looming aboutbe thing. It Is a psychological proo-es. Instanced base been reportediy hunter. 'if where 'coons wouldseep from the top of falling tree,
seemingly knovrrig that they wereeursued by trained slows, who woied
Inag around the stump until theytould scamper down the trunk of ther.-e. But the rule is the other way."The point I am trying to make.'
eencluded the observant citizen, "ishat "lie woods are fified with (teas
evidences' which might rite the set-
•ntists a clew to the reasoning meth.Ids of animals of the lower order."
4EGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
$0111411.0 1111 Camases to be Cob'.
Certals Beasts a•ti gird.
Quickly °tome.
A polar bear would not hate •
thence in stalking seals It It were
if a darker color. The fiat,' - Wadi
spot about it is the tip of its nose
The sailors who first 'elided on vaci
'us unknown arctic shores and bay*
stated that the bears usod fttees.
:hem for seals, and begat to etells
them at a considerable dintrinee, lying
town flat on their bellies in the at-
titude in which the well-known pho-
toperaph by Mr. Gambier Holton rthoues
the old polar bear at the 400, and
wriggling along in that Position until
they came to an It' hummock, when
they wbald get ar. peer over to se.
of the "seals" IVIC' •• alarmed. end
wriggle op again. The sailors added
that they could always are the bark
lose when the bear got up near, sad
'owed that the bear put his paw omo
its muzzle to hide it. The are-tie
'oxes, the "blue" ha.a, the ptarmigan.
"I'llifei* and at mike all undergo tlie ;me
.onal change to white by an ideutinal
a-ocean says the London Bpseetaton
lie, hair or feathers, as the co-4
eight be, lose color and turn wait.
sy '.bat may almost be described as
Ai instantaneous process. la ttse
'ores and bird* the white comes, in
-etches; but the speed of the (-Diet
shrine" is remarkable. There are
nosey stories of people whose hair
1St turned whit. nem shock "in •
single night." Jils ,•.g by the birds
ind foxes, thee. stmoss muse he true,
ao one ever seep the process of faci-
ng going on. The feather or witch
if fur which was brown or si o'- v
tray saddenly whitens. Yet no mei
aas actually even the color going.
The explanation nudely given le that
takes place by night. There seems
to "half way" tint tetween the whim*
and tbe original color.
lo Out of the Rain_
The Father—I an' so glad Jolla" ro,
elected to eengrese.
Tha 'Mother --Yes It's a veal re.
est Ile kaa tried as assay ways of
*Wain • Wise 1101101weeteethede
40••••=11.1... le...1, • .11. •
ufittl.5 THEY LOVIt.
* Singular Praotteo That Is ladetigo•
la by Some Young People is
Petsosylvanta-
At Shamokin, Pa., some queer cum
terns have survived the march of pror
teas among the Pules and Russians.
)ne of there observances is "switch-
mg day." It. is a favorite day for
oal.liful lovers, for swiftness of limb,
rather than eloquence of tongue, cap-
tures the belies of the community,
says an eastern exchange.
_For days the man ham been in train-
nig for the run of his life, while the
maids adjure corsets and rub lini-
ment on their kneecaps every night
ere wooing slumber. Finally the
morning of "switch:leg day" arrives.
The man sees before histeall the maid-
ens of his village. He may take his
pick. An he must do is to catch and
switch and duck with water the one
of his choice—the maid whom he
would have for his wife. If obis is
fleeter of foot than he and escapee
she is free. If the man is beloved of
him quarry she seldom Feta away,
though his feet are Mad in Leaden
shoos.
"Switching day" at Shamokin Is
Easter Sunday, when all the lade and
Lasses of the country round about
gather at the town • for the annual
meeting. A girl's snorting to run is
accepted as a token that she is net
averse to her pursuer. The youth's
start Is accepted as • proposal, and
no matter what misfortune may be-
fall tile quarry be must provide few her
all the days of his future life.
Pathetic indeed was the illustration
of this fact in tke came of Susan Mane
look, who was by all odds the hazier
'commit girl in •the Russian colonies
for many miles about She was tell
and slender and her eyes were azure
blue. Rh* was crowned with golden
heir, which Frew in dainty enemies
*lose epos her head. Miss Menisci'
had more suitors than ab• would se-
eept, and she was very my. Sleet of
foot, the maid had, sine* arriving at
a marriageable age, pared ode
"switching day" in safety without the
giving of her promise.
Miss Manbok anti, nose on the re-
tent festival °ow:lesion had succeeded
In outdistancing all her pursuers.
Many were the races she had run, but
never had a switch or a pals of wale*
come within reaching distance of bee
petite forts It wait thee that Andrew
Kobinaky, a shrewd young man. IWb.
had purposely waited until Mies Ilan.
bok had become fatigued, gays chem.
Off darted the maid, and after her
sped the pursuer.
Down the railroad track they
!lashed, aU unheeding. So excited
were both contest/tote—the man run-
ning for a wife, the girl for liberty—
that the approach of a train wee ea-
eotioed. The engine tooted sti rill y
and at its blast Mies Manbok.
righted. Mumbled and fell upon the
raiL Both of bee legs were cut off
below the knees, but the doctors say
she will live. And Kobinsky, regrard-
lees of her being a cripple. de...0*re*
that he will keep Pi 4.. •••• wed
her jest as soon ..- Z :We te
leave the nurse's care.
--
LOVE BALLS IN SHAN STATE&
trimies• sad laterooting
Aimeew rouse irelk• is ClIrt•
see* Empire.
Fred W. Carey Las recently bees
traveling through en almoet unknown
part of the Chinese Shan steam, which
lie between China propel and Burma/.
11 the eneount of his journey, which
be reoently read before the Hoye/
Geographical society, he sprine most
favorably of the women of the cons.
try, though his opinion of the men is
not ao flattering, says the New Yorb
In their face arid figure, be sane
these Shane resemble the Japanese,
and the women are. to say the least,
just as unconventional and hosicinating.
There the resemblance made The mem
are lazy. good-foe-nothing fellows, who
never work unless they are absolutely
obliged to do so. The women toll dur-
ing the summer in the ries fluids and
spend their time when at home to
weaving cloth and in household du-
ties. They weer a very pretty ems
tame, including a long white tome
soot, which Is much trior• temomftm
than the ugly misshapen trousers of
the Chinese women.
Mr. Carey describes a diversion of
tbe young people which very much In-
terested him. As he pa.ased through
the villages the girls often provided
themselves with cotton seed balls,
which they call love balls, and many
times he was pelted nith these love
misailes. Ile says they were of coarse
sot intended to convey any memos,*
to him, but at the festivities whine
take phoee during New Tear's these
ackired balls hese a very important
part to play. On these occasi one, n t h-
ien could be more significant to a
young man, for she is very careful t.
throw It only to the particular young
men whom she would like' to marry.
Thus she expresses her preference feet
one or another of the swab& If the
Faun( man catches the ball, the fact
Is a sure indication that he wish,*
to wed the girl, and the evetsegemenst
might as well be annouineen at ones
But if he miasma the hall,, the fact in-
dicates that he does not reciprocate
the affection the maideo &Memo to
eye him, and line must find a loves,
elsewhere. At ti • other time.. the-gain,
is simply a troe'e ot flirtation, when
the maiden or man who fails to muds
the ball must pay a **ode% to the
thrower,
aMeeted eerie.
The queen's footmen wear wigs
widish have eight rows of reels, Veitertp.
Ist thoserof tbe winos of Wales are pi
hewed isievta tows and those of Ova
IOW simper of Wades an givesN'eralt
da,,
TEl RBVIINGS OP ANIMALS.
WM. Vaploasaat Illaatlosost looms SO
S. Well D•weaoped la Some
ort Theca.
A number of authentic anecdotes
have been collected by Le Tour du
Monde to Illustrate the fact that the
sentiment of revenge is wiry well de-
veloped in some animals. Everybody
knows that elephants, for
have long memories inieni they are
atibjected to treatmeui ,,,it Eurta
their feelings. Capt. 6hippe, of the
French army, discovered this fact to
his sorrow six weeks after he had
given an elephant a sandwich sprin-
kled with cayenne pepper. The cap-
tain had almost forgotten the incl.
dent when ne next saw the animal
and attempted to caress him; but the
elephant, recognizing the practical
joker, sioidenly absorbed a quantity
of dirty water from a puddle near-by
mud diffused it over the ofiicer's uni-
form.
Griffith, the historian, tells a story
of two Indian elephaute et the siege
of Burtpore. Water was scarce and
in great demand, which gave unusual
value to a well that had not dried up
One day, just as a small elephant and
its driver were leaving the well, the
animal carrying I pail of water, a very
large and strong elephant seised the
pail and drank the water. The small*'
elephant, conscious of his inferior
strength, showed no resentment but
bided his time. One day be saw his
enemy standing broadside by a well
The little fellow suddenly rushed for-
ward with all the energy at his com-
mand, butted the 'big one on the side
and turnIgled him over into the well.
An jndian missionary tells of anise
discreet person whom he saw teasitig
WI elephant by pricking his trunk with,
a pin and then feeding him with lie
tuoe sated which no elephant has an,
use for. The animal was rather slow
In anger and be had not tally &wide@
to be mad till • half hour hael ela
whet. he suddenly seised the man's
from his head, tore it into
Muse the fragments into the hies
his tormentor.
A British meg-seine told, awhile
ago, of a milkman's dog that was the
termer of all smaller saltines, as Its
was a fighter and never mime& a
chance Sekmix up in a row. Most
the dog, in the neighborhood bori
soars 164 evidence of his ferocity sot
prowess. None of them could match
bias In a fight. The idea finally oo
attired to them, however, that there
Is strength In u•ion, and so one night
about a dozen of them went to the
home of the tormentor sad thrash
him withl•• an inch of his life. Tto
milkman found next morning that his
dog w-as nearly dead from the wound
Jr:flirted. When he recovered from lb
scrimmage he nes a ehenged doe, Mae
Inv wholly lost hisi taste for fighting
Sir Andrew Smith, a rov!r•glat. tole
Perwin shot env day he saw a tam
eaboon I, tont h A fries 'teapot ter wit
mud se atheism who, all stitch and spas.
was ow his way to pa, ade. The "Mem
had league/fitly tes,...d the eosins,
which took tliis effective means of re
venme Parrots oleo are among tow
animals th•s de Dot soon Meyer per
eons who or woo )tr.,.. tbs.,
they umeaggril
iom• eapieeteennt- r • the
who are unitised In them.
STAR 7:1 f",711: TR ADE
• Morn.' •of goetorp
55. trior...d Itslifbitica is goo-
too Leoeslasisi gapes dela te..
The to be • shoe fi.sd ',moues
•xposittei. Bletue. whieh •••cesse.
nes to be the .hief market for beets
•od shoes in tke, United State* -sad
one feature of it la to be a repo duo
lion of the oedema/ shoe feetore
the United Stated, says the Nees th
Kee.
For many yetere after the se*ths.
merit of the Anserwas Nana'," so at-
tempt was made to rue au feet u re
boots arel shore for the market, foot.
wear bei [elf Imported fr... Kbleassi
and France. Time was a pomp.] ..1
baid-tuade shsesi recto:sleety. 11 ,•,1
towns large enoech to h••• a local
shoemaker, be sapplied all the needs
of the Inhabitants Is tsiwae notis,rore enoaga to sustain • Oilere cob
tier a traveling sheenialier west fres
goers+ to plea.. stopping • day .o-
week at each
So far as ite known. th• lest „mom
'actor; lu MaamactiUmetts was site.
sten Is Innivers. not fer from the
historic bout.* in which Gee Porter.
of revoluttemary fume, was horn. As,
early all 17,44 mot-Iona ai,•••••rnask•e• were.
at work carrying. rneinag am' etesso,
mekein at the origisel ?tweet „ie.
Dan•ersi.
The original shoe factory nf Dane'ens mot. it I. mint he reprfldszoka
without endue expettee, and as "-nee
boot and shoe interest in Maiseacihue
:tette le wow not only well est enNehere
hut entoyinr en wnitenal
commercial prosperity, with a. leggeo
foreign market than it ever had be-
fore, it is tlioneht prefab's+ !net the
exhibition will be repreteistatems I.
many respects.
The chiet criantrims to votich Anise.
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The man who gni* slit most out oflife Is the OD. Vkhe, is...Icel. lookingsip, whc: is de.termined the% pomp /Onebe does, every inteatrueito be teakemshall leave him a. *Men, higher up. aAttie further on. To leers, theretoea.how to spend foe the blither facultiesinstead oil the lower, so that the mealy.veallUles, rather than the animal, map ibe developed, is a problem that etsies1fronts um.---Sue(,esa.
Many Ilea. Ilea.
Tam will indl'a ir>odi missy moo or,
mese, el whom yeti did lIStanpsifltt,II






















































































































































































tit His mead ea a Hornet's Melee
Thl• Soldier W•• Nate trona the
Enesse• Fir*.
. ---,-.
"1 was In Chiekamanga park a
ort while ago," Laid an old veteran
o had been discussing the reunion
t Memphis, to a New Orleans Times-
emocrat man, "and I was impressed
th the number of old veterans who
Ill hang around the hills that have
en made memorable in the coum
*'s history by the fierce nettle
at was fought there in the '60's.
nem !a something pathetic about it
4 kr me.
"They are typical of the charnetet
SI the man who followed the for
t
lasu raele IN A HORNET'S NEST.
• Selling it on himself. It was durisag
stable in Chattanooga. He is fond of
• M
Oases of the loet cause. But many of
are full of good stories, and 
ono story told me by an old
federate now running a livery
One of the preliminary skirmishes at
Thicket:taupe
"The federal troops hadl ?seabed
• et, the top of the hill, and the cente•er-•
7 ate* bad • been foroed down poot the
ether side. They hid behind stumps
at trees, fell over behind logs and
sought other places of concealment
IR their effort to escape Yankee bul-
lets. 'I fell over behind a log, with
my fees down.' said the Chattanooga
liveryman, 'and I could hear the
Waukee bullets whistling over my
bead or burying themselves in the log
behind which I was hiding.
"In hugging up close to the log I
bed shoved my face in a hornet's
seat. Th• hornets covered my facie
and head, and I lay there picking
them off one at a time until I found
an opportunity to escape. Soon after
that I met a ragged looking soldier,
tad be said: "Great goodness, Jim,
what on earth is the matter with
, Irons facer I told him I had shoved
it into a hornets' nest while dodging
Yankee bullets. "You must have sun
4# hired fearfully," he said. "Ne," I re.
plied. "I never experieneed a more dr
Selene feeling to my life," and really
never enjoyed anything so much a•
I did the sting of those hornets."'
The old liveryman chuckled over the
story, and no doubt he really fell
„Moat the hornets' nest was a pleas/ere
resort under the circumstances!'
PUG ROBS MISTRESS.
Slog Steels Rash Reeks. Deeds to VOL.
sable Properly and Mon•y to
Make a Sod.
Mrs. Elizabeth Flecknoe, of No. 514)
Metropolitan avenue. WIIIIImsburg.
I
X. Y., found some lost bank notes and
1 deeds of property under peculiar eir-
sometime** the ether day.
Two weeks ago site discovered that
• tin box belonging to her had bee&
Serialist, opened and 8400 in hills, three
Oath books and property aeeds stoles.
YXZ 111891NO PAPERS FOUND.
Mrs. Fleeknoe, after a vain search,
liomplained at the Herbert street po-
llee station, and said that only a per
sou well acquainted with her premises
would have committed the robbery.
The woman has a pet pugdog. which
knows every nook in the house. Fot
several days past Mn. Flecknosit had
noticed that this animal had fooled a
*mug place to sleep behind a hat reel'
is the parlor ban, and when she rise
stored tihe reek to duet It she to/end
the missing bank hooks and deeds.
. There was no trade a the morsel
Nee. Plecknoe called the dog, When
diss animal saw that she had posse..
aloe mf the bank books aid deeds it
I tarried to seize them The police are
of Oat ,opinion that the dog has *atom
thew seelley.
Waste to Pre MU Pops.
The erns of John Smith 111 aexiour
... hie dad, and puts this adver-
tisement in a; Texas paper: "If John
Smith, who le rears ago deserted his
ati: wife and bebe, will return, sald
th• stellar out of
5rUU E11,15 BU1LEAU.
BY SON se Monsen.
There is a wreel—c—clown at Spoofter's
house—e wreck that was formerly • piece
of blithe manhood, with a raarked tendency
to talk and a wen on his head. The wreck
hi question used to be saluted by his creel
'tore as Mr. Spooner.
Where, before, aU was joy, in the higher'
octave,' now is 'sorrow and woe as large
quantities and a dilapidated bureau la re
warkably small pieces.
The bureau in question arrived in the
Slayflower, so Spooner used to proudly as
tart. Unfeeling neighboes used to *onus
times sneeringly remark that it had mon
the appearance of having come in the Ark
nut neighbors will oarp and let their hogs
run through your cable/lg.-patch in will
and bristly freedom, so de will take their
sneers at 50 per cent. discount.
How the bureau came there was not the
subject that worried Spooner just before
the pall of darkneas and bumps settled or.,
the happy home. How- to- get it' away IISo
what agitated his mind.
Spooner'. daughter, Cyclonie, bad,
it least, bees so fortunate as to eorral s
fearless being, who made her his wife---and
the was Cydonia Spooner no longer. II
I. net the purpose of tile writer to du
tribute the idea that, but for this time
ty attack of matrimony, Mies Spooner would
have become more altitodinous. Far fron,
it! lb.. simply ceased, as a Spooner, te
stake the menu at three daily repasts look
as if attacked by an itinerant eat, and to or
mark plaintively that woman's Misswia ou
earth was not clearly defined around the
edges.
Nev that their daughter had succeeded
la committing matrimony in the first
degree, Mr. and Mrs Spooner resolved te
do the proper and appropriate thing. Altos
Much Centicular thought, they decided to
present her the sacred. bureau, arount
'Lich clustered each halkwed amoolations,
like thew indigenous to an eld buffele
robe.
The sewed bursae was located in tin
essexed story of the Spooner domicile, is
the "spare" bedreerml Now to get it down
stairs was the qualities.
The time, several years before, whim
Sena the dreenaaa, had raised the pow
&toes pima of furniture to the wooed.
story window, by means el workroom eine
profanity, was still fresh ia Spooner's tidal.
B. remembered that deggs had measured
the berms, which was an enormously de
'eloped affair and Lae& had measured the
stairway.
"Toe wide fw the stairs," eras Jaw' yew
diet.
So without any more fuse be had pme
seeded to haul it up the side of the eines
Gad Intreinoe it through • window.
But Spooner considers himself • poet O
Ito way of isencentrated think, to any two
legged drarman that ever wore a hairy her
tor for a board and sharps( 0 pieces el
sever far eerrying a 50-east trunk ten
blocks. Be knew, without measuring, thee
the stairs were wide enmesh for the bse
• . Single-handed and done he attacked
the lugubrious piece of homier' is its sera
motive spare bedroom.
By dint ef much pealing and an tom!
amount of healing, he succeeded in wrest
ling it to the head of the stairway, in et..'-•
of the feet that It seemed esennually
sock , its idaws into. the door,. in • deter
mined Whet is hetet the d
Gotetag ahead, It. rorefirrered the
bemuse toward himself Tb. operation was
only marred by the trifling accident el all
is drawers stipple,g oat at 41020 sad the
mane tine, and all but the leee o.e larte
lag soma portion el Speeser's peruse as
they Oil, • wooden shower, epee bine tied
kaied below is the "jog" el the stair
nay. The last sad heaviem drawer de.
resided lit, wrong side up, on - Spooner'sfrom the mule: order of proms&
best ahoulders and bowed head HO Odd
• the ILityllower heirloom slipped and the
ewe= tell forward roma him, thektm mostly ten osth the chin
grim they west, with an the neiteeneni
end osierity that sherd the pusses a
• rushing frantically dews the corridors
• Itme.
Spooner was • trifii In airanes ef tbe
bureau when both arrteed ha the "jog" el
the stairway.
The chewers entice 1.4 med. theledebsee
a few seconds before, lay ha a confused heap
with all possible corners upward to veal
sern• the new hflarions Spooner.
Ile landed as ail thew corner' and sew
oral more that seemed to put in an appear
taco for that occasion only, and the re
eatant and vindictive bureau Aced armee
is on its heed ou his quivering sorporowity.
A wild, tanned yell, es sharp yet os vol.
ominous that It startled the bate out of tlei
ehirmeey anti brought Mrs. Spooner to the
aeot of the stairs.
"Oh, the precious bureau!" she ahrieked
What, oh! whet has happeaed to an'
Prometly a faint vnice piped up from tin
ioottons of the pile where Spooner was do
mg • ematortion act beneath the boreau:
"The precious bureau Is uninjured so
est." it said, "but I am mortally wound
el by this ealonet made demon!"
Frightened at the sinful condition of hoe
mouse, buried beneath • nomnota in of re
soreetess lumina» and with me teearazue
es his life, Mrs. Spoefter rea ler omelet
.nce. Presently ohs monied with neigh-
-or Antra. By hie strong arm, the wreck
4 manhood was drawn from beneath the
ml exultant heirloom of the Roundheads
Annther weeinserneent was instituted, and
is former derider% of Jaw, the dreynian,
✓ae Indicated. The bureau would go no
'urine dowa the "jog," for the stairway
was me.:h narrower from there down.
Without • word, hut with • terrible &ali-
ne* resolve depicted en his oos".nd
lam*, and tb04111 several inches out ot sae
dumb, Spooner, assisted by Bihar, set to
work to force the bureau up to the top
▪ the stairs again. This they succeeded
• eecomplishieg, in spite of the Puritanicel
reeiseasicie of :Sat subbora orthodox 'hest
4 drawers.
Then Spooner roll* it over, and over,
ad, with the *PUN' t'e aid, he belaneed
.t moment on the yr Mow-fill.
With • smile of almost fiendish Joy and
e spasmodic hitch to his pantaloons, slow
y slipping away from the clutches of his
me rear suspender biotin% Spooner pushed
the-bureau, sew thoroughly frightened, out
ward, and it hurt! al through the air like
he 14h& of a braes *cabbed meteor. With
• it landed on thy stone 'doorstep,
oro Werke below. nd was nothing but •
'reek of its former grandeur.
Wiedysisiere velueble dog, of the
'tomb-legged . pertueedin, had, but • no-
• t Wore. been 'sawing aa overehm
as the doorstep. how he lay under tio
mrean—only a canine reeolleetioa, • hairy
peassespet.
Cydonia get so wooldkoe peewee from tow
senate; Seesaw got matinee but • eiteios
sasortrnaist of beret's asid abrasieres•sad
I bill, for bt6, said to be the value of the
ate dog. To all of which he ohjurgated
• such picturesque phrase that he nee •
beech trial in the near dietaries.
Ilimeakka dims' tIposserl--0as4UI
glefeele• _ _
IIILIFERS KILLED FOR DIM
low Took Hunters 011,13..4 te Pay
9600 toe a Day's ennialleig
ea a lefer 'sus.
Jahn Hendrickson, a breeder ad
fancy cattle, moistly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
en the Cochecton turnpike from
White Lake to Newburg, N. Y., re-
gently found four of his finest young
heifers in the field, all riddled with
charges of buckshot, wheels had (sn-
eered the bodies just behind the fore
leg.
Neighbors reported that hunters
from New York, who had been stay-
ing at White Lake, had passed over
his farm in quest of partridge, and
that photo had been heard in the
vicinity4of the field where the cattle
were at pasture.
The dead heifers were the finest
opecimens of the Hendrickson herd.
and it occurred to the owner as he
was examining the wounds that
killed them that they bore a strong
resemblance to does by reason of
their delicately formed iliabs. He
wan seized with the idea that they
had been mistake& for deer by the
hunters.
Hendrickson meet to White Lake,
but found that the three men he
wanted had gone. Pfe ascertained
their names and addressee in New
York and after coasiderable difficulty
located them. He has lust returned
after geeing them, and as a result
of his visit he In $500 risher thou
when he went to the atty.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDS.
ream! Clawson. et Atlanta. /111.. Oven.
*eines Seenelm.ty lmensineomall.
oble DllassItleo.
Atlanta, a small tow smith ed
Bloomington, IlL, haa la Prank Claw-
son • fiddler whose chief bid few
fame lies la the fact that be is with-
out hands. Claw.-on haa bows per-
former on the violin since boyhood.
and his skill wee such that he was in
demand at every country dance in
that part of the country. Several
years age he was caught ha a bliz-
zard and both hands were se badly
fresen that they were amputated at
the wrist. Supposing that his Id-
(Hag daya were over, the old Warr
went woe laid sway by the owner.
The oldatime longing to bring out
music became too strong to be er
dated, and ha ooneedved thp unique
Ides of playing without hands. He
rade • eontrivano• out el heavy
wire, which enabled him to wield the
bow. The matter of Sneering wait
more difficult, but by hard practise
be trained the stump of hie left hand
he make the neoesiaary shifts front
sae striae to another, and from pa
&etas to position. With the fiddle
held ta plus by hie chin and knees
Gad with the help of his finoet
arms, Claweoa manage, to plai
*early se much en meals as forne-..,
• YOUTHFUL GRANDMA.
Hoe. Omatee en, et lows ratio. to.,
Moises be Ilostied toe am
liortherooll.
--
A grandmother ree • is the record of
sirs. James P. Carleton, of Iowa Talk,
a., who Wailes the dietinctien of being
he youngest grandmother in the es-
Or• northeesa Stis Is hoping to los
ereat-gratidmotli•r by the tints she
a 45.
Mr and )dra Carleton were user-
444 in Ohio 18 years ago, Mrs. Carleton
tieing only 11 yea?, old when she era*
wooed, won and kid to the altar by het
touthfnl sehooltnate. Less than twee
fears later, when oily 13 years of •re
Ike beearo• a mother. The teedency
toward 'arty mar rem fele is the CST i•cos
lamily was tranenin.ted to the daugl
ear. and two years ago, at the age of it.
eta was married. Limit week she M-
oire a mother.
Vein recently James P Carnotite was
postmaster at Iowa Palle, but a few
menthes,* be end his wife removed to
St. Paul, lean., where their daughter
sad grandchild reside.
Revetment Sot Remodels. the hums
A promising movement has been
start/4 la Virginia for the benefit of
the negro population. The idea °rig
heat/A with Dr. IL R. Jane*, of Rich
mood, and severe] prominent and
wealthy negroes are aseochned with
him.. The first of the proposed set-
tlement. will be established near
Richmond. Plots of ten acres each
will be laid off and upon mush will
he erected a four-roomed log (sable
ef antique style These plot, will be
sold on easy instaIlnionts pleas to
negroes anxious to better them.
selves.. They witl be given praotioal
and systematic instruction in farm-
ing, en experienced expert frown the
knit* its at Hampton being engaged
asin-tractor.
Silas a ProdIsion• Tonnell.
A bold. remarkable projecot ts p.
solving attention among Russian en-
otheers It in proposed to construct
a tunnel under the main ahain of the
Caueasue mountains from a point 44
stiles eolith of Vladikavkin. The tun-
sal will be le miles long and cost
1711,000,000. La nen as the Trams-Si.
baton railway Is finished, it is be.
!laved. this, Caucasian tunnel. which
has the warm support of the wear
will be eonimeeoed. From a milltare
and eocemeretal pcsiat of view tbe
work will be of asset Importance, as
the only direot communieriethe write
traiss-Csaeaelo trots aouthera Rum*
Is by an ordhutry reed from Vladib
*etas te LIM&
- &arias -hi
• roar age there were 1,61111 polies
gmbousp In Cuba, vet% 11111,1100 stalkless.
Wow "here are 111114•SSII oebool ebb




New Ideas Is Dress OrmasustatSee
Is Evidence la the Up-to-Date
Gestumes,
• charming evening for •
young girl is of rich miroir satin
veiled with either white, gold or col
*red net, shosting a delicate design of
lace or ribbon applique in a floral de
sign, alternating with roses or ca
melLas sewn on in a studied careless
seas. rays the Brooklyn Eagle.
So ne ingenious mortal hes idtrn
duced OW effective novelty this
namely, black velvet roses, about th•
size of the palm of one's hand, reaos
to applique onto silk, lace or chiffoe
There is an open circle in the middle,
through which the material can be
drawn. These roses make the most
effective sort of decoration.
The bridal robes of one of the brines
of this season was made with a chif-
fon coat, tucked all over, meeting a
yoke of lace and lace sleeves, a lace
train starting from between the
shoulders, and a handsome lace
flounce at the hem. In this bride's
trousseau was a handsome white 'satin
gown, with a lace flounce round the
hem, put on very full and headed by
festoons of chiffon caught up into
scallops.
At a recent society function in Panic
ono of the most picturesque and no-
ticeable toilettes was of black vel-
vet. The Louis XVI'. corsage formed a
double-breasted front and long coat-
tail behind, while round the decollet-
age a deep white lace collar, almost
reaching to the waist behind, passed
over the shoulders,and formed a point
In front. White mousseline transpar-
ent long loose sleeves were caught
tightly to the wrist by a black velvet
bend.
L'Art Nouveau has ceased to be a
envelty, although unique siren exceed.
ingly beautiful examples are Continu-
ally being produced, so the seekers tot
something newer in the line of jewelry
end dress accessories have turred
their attention to the Russian produc-
tions. The costliness of these articles,
which are truly works of art, ts.suffl-
dent guarantee that they will not be
eome• too popular, and their beauty
and variety of design win appreciation
from all overs of exquisite ornaments.
Incrustations of lace are gaining ia
favor rathed than losing their 
pre.tige, and very ethereal effects are pro-
duced by applying lace on to chiffon,
which is placed over satin; and they
also look exceedingly well on foulards.
especially white foulards, with fine
Irish point of rather a deep tone, out-
lined with black ribbon. The material
Is always cut away from beneath the
lace, which gives it a light effect
White foulard with black Chantilly
incrustations is a good combination
It is less expensive than the very rich
embroideries and in man ways le
tory desirable.
HINTS ON FURNITURE.
& Ooinfortable Vouch That Is naafis
Made at Honic-An Antique
Oak Stain, Ste.
Few fsmilles, whether in town or
:oentry, have sufficient closet space
In which to keep gowns and
wraps unwrinkled. The safer way,
in any case, is to ley them flatly
and smoothly in a box large enorgh
to accommodate them at their hill
length. Such • box mey be made
it home in such a way as to serve •
louble purpose—that of couch aro
-wardrobe combined, says the Nee'
York Tribune. A stout boy of impaint-
ol wood, six feet fore" inches long he
about three feet four Holier wide., car
he constructed by any big boy or his
mother without difficulty. using roene
wire nails, to avoid splitting the wood
The cover should have • cross etrie
near each end, and must be firmly
hinged on the box tine the inside of
the box and lid with a serrii '-able cam
brie er suer-ire. Then nail e. cuYhinn
deep and springy. to the too. This
enshion mar he made of an old bait
mattress picked to pieces arid put in
new ticking of the proper sive, or of
"wool waste." or may he procured at
!int' expense ?roman upholsterer.
'rock an artistic denim or chintz In
`me plaits all amend the box, and cover
Le top separately, finishing the edge
of the latter with a full pinked ruching'
of the fabric to conceal the opening
Liowe a strong loop on the edge of the
top by which to lift inland it is well to
fasten a piece of strong tape at each
end to lid and box, to avoid straining
the binges.
Heaped with pillows and with an at
Oen threwn overobe Foot, W. makes
• comfortable cruel) by day. and eves
ay night if neceerary.
An excellent ball table for a country
nouee was evolved out icing ego by ae
Inge- boils girl from an ordluary un-
npin.ed kitchen table without • leaf
The sawed two inches from the legs
then steined the whole with a black
hain, made as follows: A few eents'
worth of logwood chip. were put in
stone jar, with just enough water te
cover them, end left to simmer oe .•
stove for balf a day. This !liquid
ipplled to the w. od arid left to C.,
silnegar in which a number of ruso
nails had been ateeped was then
brushed over, mid repeated until the
gible acquired a r, od antique oak col-
oring. Brass enli•rs were then fee
tened on the leg's s• d an old-fes.hioneli
brass bundle put or, the drawer, wlich
was stained ineide to ,motch the out.
side, and served for holding gloves. et c
A scarf of dark od leather was fee-
l-reed down the nildhle of the table woh
brass headed tack' and, behold! areal-
ly handsome "old an" hall table!
Asa a else &so. _
Is p IltAse a prof...lee
or a Mosinee./
Pa—Well, that Camellias upon cir
*eminence*. If yr 're ea the win-
sing aide It's a Inalases.-11PLUadet
Oda Pram
*Mr CULTURE PLANS
Etgastary Wilson to Encourage De.
velopment of the Industry.
Will Ask Congress tee S10,000 See du
reuraase et Prellseinory 'Pest teal
Imvieettgiattom of What Can Be
Demo tm Omited States.
Secretary Wilson, of the department
ye agriculture, is determined to re
r.v• taterest in the cultivation of silh
worms And mulberry trees ID tht
United States, and the sum of $10,ou0
which he has asked emigress to give
him to develop silk culture in the
United States for a preliminary test
sad investigation, will be spent with
a view of interesting every man and
woman in the oottatry who has some
spare time for the work in the planting
of mulberry tre.ea and the care of silk
worms.
If the appropriation asked for is
granted Secretary Wilson will turn his
attention first to the south, on account
of the large amount of cheap labor
to be procured there. If the results
in the south are at all satisfactory
t' a the men, women and event he
children will be appealed to by the golf.
arnment to lend a band in establishing
a new industry.
"After corium authorises the
start," said Secretary Wilson, 'I shall
be ready to furnish the necessary sup-
plies to anyone wiahing to make the
experiment of silk culture. Tb- work
Is about all lobe in the spring, and if
my plans carry, by next spring every
member of **tigress will have at hie
disposal 60 mulberry trees to be given
away to his constituents. I think it
likely that I shall eel! upoa Booker
T. Washington to help me at the start
through his great industrial school
st Tuskegee, Abie He is ready there
Se take bold of the experiment and
do mach In a abort thee in educating
the people in silk culture.
"So far as I am concerned, I know
silk culture can be made a success In
this *sentry. People laughed at me
when I said the beet sugar industry
would be a samosa, but it is a success,
and the total yield this year will be
100,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
ing excellent tea plants in this coun-
try to-day and preparing tea for the
market in an absolutely clean way—
that is, in steel cylinders and without
the tramping of perspiring cheap labor
upon the leaves. The Yankee can sur-
mount almost any obstacle, and he lee
mediattly improves almost any idea
or industry be imports."
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
heels. °oversee elf Seawall Urges
•wierteas Homey ter 10••
tb• Islam&
Authority for the conversion of all
Hawaiian silver cotne into correspond-
tag coins of the Wilted States and for
the Immigration of • limited number of
Chinesee laborer. conditioned upon
their 'Drenthe in agricultural purruita
wely daring their residence in the tor-
sitory and their return to their own
isountry epos' ceiteing to be farmers are
the chief recommendations of H. Z.
Cooper, setting governor of Hawaii, ill
his annual repo -t.
The prosperity of the islands, accord-
tag to the acting governor, depends on
the successful and economical product-
lion of sugar. "The employment of
Chinese and Japanese by th.e planters,"
be ways. "newer haw and never will in-
tarter* with either American skilled or
unskilled labor, but if an ample supply
of desirable labor can he obtained It
weans million, of dollars spent for ma-
ahinery, building materials, tool* steel
and Iron and other supplies of Amen-
tan manufacture."
New Jersey'. Pore rood Law.
What Is said to he the strictest pure
food law in the United States has just
gone into effect in New Jersey. Its
enforcement has been intrusted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un•
der It the office of state dairy com-
missioner has been abolished and his
du+lee have come under those of the
thief food inspect .r. There will be
a large number of deputies scattered
all over the state. Everything that
ean come into use for human con-
ramption ass food or drink Is included
under the law. The inspection will
even take in canned goods. It does
sot matter whether these or anything
else is manufactured Or put up out-
side the state or in it, they are liable
to come under the ban of the law if
the analysis to be made from time to





Heavy Tax 17pes Om Messeetes od
Clerks la the. Called States
Railway _Pe_stol serve's.
Millions of people are comp:Welled
aowadays of being taxies iiiisiecially,
but an army of iaeu it. •th einploy
of Uncle Sam are burdened with •
mental practice unheard of, as re-
gards extent, in any other country of
the world. Things that a railway
postal clerk must remeintor have in-
ereased in such volume that 4 ae would
think every cell of his brainowould
be filled will the name of a i oat coffee
er reilwee counection, ieuel the won-
der is t, at the c-erk's mind does not
falter under the pressure. Dreptte
tbnse facts cases of insanity among
this class of public servants are rare,
says the Chicago Record-Herald,
One Chicago poetal clerk maintsieed
for several years a record of 2 noel
cards (which take the place of letters
.n examinations) with an average ere,
cent, of correct d.stribution of a frac-
tion over 49 per P t nt. He knew how to
reach that many offices in several
states by the shortest, quickest reroe,
ilnd he knew t'n- correct locative ot
each office in its state.
A clerk on the New York and t hi-
eago railway peot office mu- t heove
the correct locahon of every post of-
fice in a group of states made up of
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Indiana,
Minnesota, Soma Dakota end Ne-
braska. In these seven states there
are 12,317epost oftcee. Not only is the
clerk required to be "up" on the gene
ere' scheme, whit h mean: the correct
location of the post offices in each
state, but he most know how to reach
the whole 12,000 post offices from one
or more stations.
A clerk runnier between Chicago
and Mioneepolis underwent no fewer
than 78 examinations in 15 years,
Learning 13,306 offices in 15 different
sections of the United States. In
some of the examinations he was-ree
quired to make a Chicago city distrie
bution, which means that while rear
ring over the country at the rate of,
mile a minute he must distribute tato
Lena to the carriers of the Chicago dee
livery. He must know not only where{
every public, building and leading mere
eantile house is located, but also howl
to divide the numbers on a particu-
lar streetoso that he can "tie out" hie
letters to the correct carrier, accorde
:lig to the route of the latter. Thief
same clerk made 13 examinations ins
Len months, with an average correct
distribution of 9 .88 per cent. In Kt
examinations he came out of nine oil
them with a clear 100 per cent, each.
Think of such a task, taking into*
consideration the puzzling 'similarity!
of names that are used to designate
post offices! Them, too, must be con-
sidered the fact 'let there are hun-
dreds of cases where in each state he
1
 
• post office of the same name. For
Instance, in the states named above
there are five poet offices named Ham-
ilton, six Grants, four Garfield., fougi
Gene vas, four Smithvilles, four Spare
Las and five Jeffersons, and so on.
In some instances there is a post of..
lice of the eame name in each of that
seven states. As one may imagine
this onlytends to confuse the &versed
i
DI•prove• Kock Theory.
Positive signs of tubenculosis have
appeared in the oow that was inocu-
lated with germs by Dr. George D.
Barney, of Brooklyn, several days
ago, Dr. Barney will permit the
signs to become more pronounced
and will then kill the cow and hold
an autopsy. Dr. Barney is now cer-
tain that he has disproved Dr. Hoch's
theory that human tuberculosis and
bovine tuberculosis are not intercom i
municable. Dr. Barney said last
sight that he bad no doubt that the .
autopsy to be performed would
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr.1
Koch'. theory.
Prinemers la British Indian Jodi*. ;
No hover than 587,884 prisoners
were le the prisons of British India ,
In 18915-1900—an increase of 04,064 ;
over the number for 1811. Of this
huge total only 24 536 were females, '
Which is a (mailer proportion this
ha weedetn anttiteits: - - r
Oildt of a larlilecw.
A mew form of benefaetion to s
Mew rriglend town ts that taken In
th• gift 4 Francs Sah•-ti of New
reek who hay rives ..rehn-4
Itemeta. a 1111400c *A LM
THE MOUNT AIN LION.
--
Ch:.naplovi 111.Asech-on4-Tamble
Flat er of e Cue Tribe- Now
Ear I to Fled.
From a story in St. Nicholas we
clip this description of the old-time
mountain lion:
There was a time when the Amer'.
van mountain lion was one of the
moot formidable animals in the world..
The tat is the masterpiece of naturist!
sea BMA merillinrrA ;tem wee wee we vim
most terribly armed and powerful on
um cat ramiiy. It was a compact
mass of hard and tough muscle and
gristle, with bones of iron, atronge
Jews, sharp teetl., and claws like
steel penknife-blades. It wad
prodigiously strong, tithe, and quielso
cowered with a mail-coat of loose ski*
that was as tough as leather. It had,
the temper of a demon, and was in-
satiably bleodthirety. Withal, it had
the proverbial nine Urea of the cat ,
tribe.
Against each an animal it wadi
hopeless to match dogs. It was said. '
in the school-books of 40 years ago.
that "three British mastlis can pull
down a full-grown Asiatic lion." Per-
haps they could; but they would he;.
been sorry of they had tackled a full-
grow-n American mountain lion of
that time. He was not to be "pulled
down" by anything; and if he had
been "polled down," that was exaethe
the position in which he fought beet.
With his back protected by the earth,
and all four feazfully armed paws fly-
ing free, aided by, his terrible teeth,
atfd a body so strong that it could
not be held in any position--we",
when he was "down" was the titre
that he was'most "up."
Ile once was found in all the Rocky'
Mountain regions, from the jaguar-
haunted tropical forests of the ex,
treme south to the borne of the
northern winter blizzard; but he at-
tained his greatest size and ferocitr
on the subtropical plateau of north-
ern Mexico, New Mexico and Arizona.
These animals are no longer wrote
they were. The tourist or hunter of
to-day cannot hi,;', to fine any of the
old-time power vr ferocity.
ciirptess tee Royal Reading.
As his children attained the age of
ten Ring Edward had everything con-
cerning them which appeared in the
newepapers, pasted into Albums, and
these ..were hr - 4eci over to there slum
they reached years of discretion. The
prince of Wale". however, began at the
beginning, and each of his ckildren
has a volume of newspaper outtlagg





Are You Billious? Personal Mention.
Have you that tired, worn-out feel-
ing? Do you have blind or dizzy .
!ilk. Frank Judge returned yester-spells? Do you have shooting pains day from a month's absence in Den-
ial the head, back, arum and legs? Is ver, Colo. and other,points.your appetite bad? If you have these ' Mslton 'Sanch4 returned yes-symptoms you need a terday from a drunuming trip to West
Kentucky and Tennessee.
Mr. Harvey Phillips goes to Louis-
ville tomorrow on 'business.
MTS. Harvey Phillips and children
leave next week for Louisville to vis-
it Mr.. and Mrs. J. S. McAlister.
'Mir. William Scott returned yester-
day from a trip to Kuttawa and oth-
er points up the road.
Miss Ella Gardner, of New Albany,
Ind., is in the city visiting her grand-
mother, Mrs.-M. Carney, of Jefferson
street.
'Mk. and Mrs. T. Miller Sisson leave
today for Denver, Colo., and other
Western points for a month's stay.
Mrs. Frank Cobourn and children
have returned from visiting in Mis-
sissippi and Louisiana.
Mrs. Robert Orme leaves next
Monday for Memphis, Tenn., to join
her husband and take up their home.
Mrs. R. J. Coleman, of Mayfield,
is in the city on a isit to her chil-
dren.
Miss Mary Markey, of this city, is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. C. M. Davis,
in Mayfield.
Charley Parham, the clerk of Ho-
tel Hall, Mayfield, is just able to be
out after a week's illness. His rela-
tives and friends will be . pleased to
learn this.
fMr. Sam Dreyfuss left yesterday
for Dawson.
L. S. Robbins of lklayfieki, is in
the city.
Mks. Harry G. Tandy and little
daughter, of Frankfort, are at the
Palmer. They arrived yesterday.
Mr. E. M. Sherwood, the Illinois
Central man, of Louisville, is in the
city.
Bile Capsule
The price is 5 cents each. This
week they cost you nothing. Their
value to you cannot be estimated be-
cause they may save you a long spell
of illness, or even your life. The




Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. riito.
Ccr. 4th and Broadway,
PADUCAH, , KENTUCKY. ,
BOARDING for ladies or gentle-
r-fin at 714 Harrison street. New
phone 877.
FOR RENT—Furnished 1•001112
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
WANTED—Twenty non-union car
penters. Apply to K. D. Suell, at
Whitteinsore'e office in Fraternity
funding.
FOR SALE—My farm in Arcadia;
aiso full blooded Jersey cows. Apply,
' to T. L. Crice or myself. Mrs. L. M.
Bloomfield.
LOST—Elk's tooth watch charm;
gold mounting with initials F. J. D.
on one side, number 217 on other.
Finder return to F. E. Graves and
receive reward.
LOST—One water spaniel dog,
eleven months old; comes to call of
"Ruck;" black in color. Return to
Hal S. Corbett, 313 North Ninth
street, for reward.
WANTED—Young lady for office
:work such as bookkeeping and type-
writing. Must be good at figures.
'Address in own handwriting, "Book-
keeper," care Register.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, huge recep-
tion hall, hot and cold water, good
out buildings, rrice, yard with shade
trees. Wil sell on terms to suit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable.- Apply at
924 North Seventh street. New
phone No. 630.
Saturday Morning, Aug. 5, loos.
 ,1110•1•••.-
LOCAL NEWS
—A little daughter was born last
might at 12:30 o'clock to Mr. and
lifts. Gardner Gilbert. This makes
Col. Will Patterson a grandfather.
—A small fire occurred about to
-o'clock yesterday morning in a cot-
tage at 516 South Eighth street owned
by Judge J. L. Bethshares and occu-
pied by Lizzie Flughes, colored. La-
ck damage was done. The fire origin
'sited from a defective flue.
----G. W. Schulte deeded to I. B.
Combs, a lot on South Eighth street.
Consideration, $10o.
—Mrs. McPher.son, of Butler coun-
ty, who was operated on at the River-
side hospital yesterday afternoon by
Dr. P. II. Stewart, is doing nicely.
—Ws. Remus Boyd, of the Birder-
-man Grocery company, is recovering.
-1-Marjorie, the seven year old girl
of Mrs. Addle Hans, of Hoe Monroe
street, was playing in his room yes-
terday, when she fell over a chair and
fractured her right arm near the el-
'bow.
SIXTEEN HUNDRED YEARS.
New YoriZ, Aug. 4.—The Metropoli-
tan Museum of Art has purchased in
IParis, according to an announcement
made yesterday, i statuary believed
to be more than 1,600 years old. The
work is a bronze image of Caius Vib-
ins Treboniamis Gallus, one of the
emperors of Rome, and was dug up
near San Giolvanni Lateran° about
fifty years ago by Prince Demidoff.
the Russian archaeologist, who was
then making excavations with the per
'mission of Pepe Pius IX. The bronze
-when found was in an excellent state
of preservation
Dr. Sidney Smith will be back in
'his office over Globe Bank & Trust
Company about August TO.
John W Alexander, one of the
most prominent men in Mason coun-
ty, Ky., is dead at his home in Mays-
sae. Mr. Alexander served two
tenni in the state legislature.
J. Ho Mlansfield & Co.. brokers ef
New York, have suspended. .
Demented Father
MR. JOHN SAYERS LOST HIS
MIND YESTERDAY.
Fired Three Times at His Son And
Tried to Kill Him While He
Threatened His Laughter.
The Sayers home, on Meyers and
Mill streets, was the scene t an ex-
citing incident that came near result-
ing seriously yesterday morning
about nine o'clock. John Sayers,
aged fifty, who runs a grocery ad-
joining his home, suddenly became
demented sod fired three shots at his
sixteen-year old son Dave Sayers.
Fortunately, none of them took effect.
Shortly siterward his daughter, Miss
Mattie 5 yers, entered the room and
he threatened to shoot her. Parties
succeed'. 1 in pacifying him, however,
and he as taken in charge by
friends nd placed under the treat-
ment o: Dr. Pendbey. In the event
that Ms Sayers' condition does not
improve, it may become necessary to
incarcers'e him. It is thought, how-
ever, thst be is suffereing from a
temporary mental aberration, due to
ill health.
The shooting created considerable
excitement in ti at portion of the city,
Mr. Sayers heifer a well known man
with many friciels who regret hie un-
fortunate condo' )n. It is believed
that with proper care his reason may
be restored.
The timely escape of the son is
what saved his life as the irrespon-
sible father was firing point-bland at
him each time.
HAND FOUND.
Henry Hale, Small Lad, Brought Up
Hand While In Swimming.
Yesterday morning Henry Hake, a
small boy, was in swimming in the
Tennessee river just below the bas-
ket factory in Mechanicsburg when
he dived down underneath the water
in fishing around for things with his
hand. He soddenly arose to the sur-
face with a scared look on his face,
and it develoepd that he had found
the hand and forearm of a man. It
was brought up and proved to be a
white band, the flesh shriveled up.
while the flesh was dangling at the
wrist where fish had been nibbling at
it It looked as if the wrist bone had
fallen out.
The lad lives above the Farley gro-
cery in Mechanicsburg and turned the
hand over to the watchman at the
basket factory. It looks as if some
corpse was cut to pieces and thrown
into the river.
Broadway Methodist Church.
Order of Wdrship, 10:45 a. m.
Silent prayer, pastor and people.
Organ voluntary—Conzonetta.
Hymn No. 768.






Offering Organ solo, Vocal Solo,
Mire Lewis.
;Hymn No. 765, people standing.
Sermon, "The Prayer That Suc-
ceeded."
,Hymn No. 243, People standing.
Comertunion.
Benediction.
Evening Worship fl o'clock.




YESTERDAY IN FAVOR Ok
BUD DALE.
Mr. Henry Hand Turned Report Over
to Attorney Crice Yesterday—
Working on Statement.
Yesterday Justice Richard J. Bar-
ber decided the suit of Proprietor Bud
Dale, of the New Richmond hotel,
against the city of Paducah wherein
the plaintiff claimed that the munici-
pal health authorities ruined much
bedding for him when they moved it
from his hotel to. the littele home
rented near the public pesthouse and
to which place was moved Mrs. Car-
son Nelson when she contracted the
smallpox last winter at the hostelry.
The hotel man ssued for $82.60, but
Justice Barber gave him judgment for
only $43.20. Is is probable the mu-
nicipal officials will appeal the action
as they claim they are not responsible
for the ruination of the bedding. Mr.
Dale is not plea4d With the judgnient
either, and states he hopes the other
side will appeal same.
Handed Report Over.
Mr. Henry W Hand yesterday fin-
ally completed the report he made of
the business transacted by the Peo-
ple's Horne Purchasing company since
it was first started, and turned same
over to Attorney Thomas Crice, who
represents the contract bond holders
that are suing to wind up the busi-
ness of the concern and compel a
showing of everything transpiring
since the corporation was inaugurat-
ed. The lawyers will not consent to
publication of the contents of the doe
unnent, which shows how much mon-
ey was taken in and how much expend
ed during the life of the company, and
also for what purposes the company
officers paid out the cash.
Not Yet Completed.
Justice Richard Barber i• still at
work upon the report be is making
for the fiscal court and county author
ities, showing how much money he
paid back to taxpayers for Sheriff
Lee Potter, and also what sums re-
main in the found as yet unreturned to
the proper parties. He will get the
statement completed within the next
few days and hand it in to Judge
Lightfoot, who continues sick abed
at his home on West Jefferson street.
The best and cheapest coal in Padu-
cah is the Pittsburg Coal.
Popular Couple
MISS CLARA PURCHASE AND
MR. JAMES TERRELL
UNITED.
Miss Mollie Trees, Well Known in
This City. Marries at Summer-
ville, Tenn.
Miss Clara Purchase and Mr. Jas.
Terrell have returned from Metropolis
%here they were united in marriage
by Justice Liggett. They are both
popular young people of this city who
have numerous friends to extend con-
gratulations upon their union.
Wednesday the young people sur-
prised their acquaintances by taking
the boat for that popular Gretna
Green where they procured their nec-
essary license and were wedded. They
returned here that evening and have
gone to housekeeping at the Ed C.
Terrell farm to the north of the city.
The handsome and pretty young
bride i, the dathing, and cultured
daughter of Assistant Jailer Joseph
Purchase. She is exceedingly popu-
lar with everybody and is endowed
with unusually pleasant arid attractive
graces.
The groom is the son of Contractor
Ed Terrell, and a well known boy.
Well Konwn Here.
The Benton paper states as follows
regarding the marriage cf ?die- Mol-
lie Tress, who is well known in this
city:
On last Saturday night at the resi-
dence of Will Luckrnan, in Summer-
ville, Tenn., Miss Mollie Treas was
married to Mr. A. C. Klotz, of Mem-
phis. Miss Mollie left last week, os-
tessibly for a visit to Mrs. Luckrnan
at Summerville and to her brother
Charlie, in Greenville, Miss. This will
he quite a surprise to most of her
friends, as we presume few of them
knew anything of her contemplated
marriage. We do not know Mr Klotz
but we do know that he has secured
for a wife one of Marshall county's
best girls.
Miss Mollie was one of our best and
most popular teachers, and eVery one
who knows her is hef4 friend.
E. R. Ferguson, claim agent of the
Louisiana and Arkansas railroad, was
shot and killed by a negro murderer
he was chasing as member of the
sheriff's posse.
'Near Doella, Ark., Ike Kinney, a
negro, was shot to death by a posse
after he had killed two people and
wounded four others, one a woman.
C. C. Willard, owner of the Ebbitt
house, at Washington, died in -Aran-
tic City.
IA German seradron of seven bat-
"; fie-416s bas 'arrived at Stockhr,lm.
Just $50 Taken
MIKE ISEMAN CLAIMS MAMIE
WHEELER, COLORED, GOT
THE ROLL.
Detective William Baker Went to
Johnsonville After Alleged hloi-
deter—Polies Businsss.
The police are looking for Niani;
Wheeler, a negress who resides id
Boyd's alley, charged with robbing
Mr. Mike 1st:mans at whose home she
worked as a servant. He resides at
Fourth and Washington streets.
It is claimed that the negro took
$50 from its place of keeping at the
home and the disappearance of the
money was noted shortly after noon
yeeterday by Mrs. 'semen. The ne-
gro woman resides in Boyd alley on
the north side of town, but could not
be located there when the authorities
went down after her.
• Tobacco Stolen.
Grandison Taylor, of Covington.
Tenn., and Sam Gary, of Charlottes
ville, Va., were arrested yesterday by
Officer Henry Singery on the charge
of breaking open a box of smoking to-
bacco at the wharfboat and stealing
considerable of the stuff The parties
are both negroes who came here only
a few days ago, and ehief Collins be-
lieves they "bless in" on a shanty-
boots When arrested they were near
the Union depot preparing to skip out.
A white man caught them stealing
the tobacco and ran them from the
wharf. It is claimed that, several oth-
ers are mixed up in the matter but as
yet they have not been arrested.
Watermelons Rtained.
Yesterday morning Contractor Ed
Faker, of North Sixth street, report-
ed to the police that the day before
parties visited his big watermelon
patch and destroyed about $too worth
oi the melons. Officer Dick Wood
arrested Noah Smith and Less Camp-
bell, both colored lads, who confessed
to being in the party that raided the
field. Later Officers Churchhill and
Singery arrested Sherman POindexer
for complicity in the affair. The lit-
tle devils would go through the patch,
k:ck open a melon and if ripe cat it,
while if greee pass on to the next one.
Not Yet Fathomed.
The police have not yet fathomed
he identity of the dastardly culprit
who slashed the horse of Mr. Maurice
Gammon several nights ago vsbile the
animal stood in the stable behind the
re-idence on Clark near Ninth street
N deep gash was cut down the ani-
mal's thigh and the flesh laid open
for many inches lens and deep.
After Murderer.
Yesterday at noon Detective Wil-
liam Baker left here for Johnsonville,
Tenn., to catch the steamer City of
Memphis which passed here yester-
day morning bound from St. Louis
for the Tenneesee river. Aboard the
steamer is a white passenger charged
with murder at St. Louis, and it was
the intention of the detective to meet
the boat here and take the man off
yesterday, but the craft got away be-
fore the sleuth could get to the wharf,
and carried on the man wanted. Mr.
Baker then quickly caught the train
to join the boat at Johnsonville, and
as he carried with him all the papers
and telegrams received from the St.
Louis authorities, there is no record
here in the local office showing the
name of the accused or nature of his
deed. The detective expects to come
back today.
Looking for Husband.
Mrs. Johnson and two little chil-
dren, boy and girt, arrived here yes-
terday at noon from over the N., C.
& St. L. railroad from Jackson, Tenn.
The woman comes here to join her
husband, who works on a steamboat
out of this city. She could not locate
him though, and being a stranger
with no place to go went to police
headquarters, where she remained sev
eral hours and the officers then sight-
ed her to a boarding house.
Had a Scrap.
Jams Taylor and Chris Brown
were arrested yesterday morning by
Officers Terrell and Cross on the
charge of engaging in a fight. The
charge lodged against them was a
breach of the peace, while afterwards
Taylor was warranted on the addi-
tional charge of using insulting lan-
guage.
Lone Drunk.
Driver John Austin, of the patrol
wagon, arrested Jesse Lane yesterday
on the charge of being drunk.
Try Pittsburg and be convinced it
is the hest you ever had.
TO FLOAT RUSSIAN LOAN.
New York, Aug. 4.—Plans are abbot
to floae a Russian loan in America and
conferences with this object in view
already have been held, says the Her-
ald, between Mr. Snegius Witte, the
Russian senior peace envoy, and rep-
resentatives of one or two ef Wall
strew, more prontinent banking firnts
and institutions. •
Galvanized Robber Roofing war-
ranted for steep or flat roof or over
I old shingles, requires no coating or
I paint. Ford Muuttfacturing Co..
laChgeints.cago. G. R. Davis & Bro., local
The Beauty Of This Beer
IS THAT EACH GLASS IS TWICE AS GOOD AND TWICE




IS SOLD EVERYWHERE AT THE USUAL PRICE. WHY
NOT DRINK THE BEST BEER BREWED WHEN IT
DOESN'T COST A PENNY M ORE? WHY NOT HAVE A








Th e Standard Flour of
The World,
E. G. BOONE,
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC-
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
OLD PHONE NO. 304.
To Locate
In Washington
PROF. W. H. M'CONNELL GONE
THERE TO RESIDE
IN FUTURE.
Colored Normal School Came to a
Close Yesterday—Miss Mary
Murray is Sick.
This morning at 1:3o o'clock Prof.
W. H. MkConnebi left for Washing-
ton, D. C, to take a position of
book keeping for the federal govern-
ment. He was accompanied by his
family. vihich will take up its home
there immediately.
Professor McConnell has been the
representative in this section of the
country for the King-Richardson
company hook establishment of
Springfield. Mass., and several week,
ago took the civil service examina-
tion in book-keeping, which resulted
in his making a percentage higher
than any ever made by anyone in the
state heretofore, his average being
88 per cent. He was notified of this
fact last Thursday, and on Saturday
came information of his appointment
to a responsible position in the treat-
ury department.
Professor McConnell is a very ca-
pable and energetic man and has
many friends who wish him much
success. He has been residing on
Monroe street near Eleventh, and is
secretary of the Kentucky State Ed-
ucational association, being re-elected
at the Mammoth Cave meeting dur-
ing June.
Professor Gone,
Professor Alexander has left the
city, where he stopped over for a few
days while enroute to Mississippi
Uncle Sam
Takes A Hand p+o
EVERYTHING TURNED OVER 
TO THE REVENUE
IN
Police Court Will Not Accept Analy-
sis as Testimony. but Wanted
the Chemist Instead.
Deputy Revenue Collector Robert
Happy, of this district, has taken up
the matter of Will Kirk and Will
Diggs, both colored, selling beer
upon the street cars here the night
of the colored trolley party, and wili
Isy same before the federal grand jury
when it convenes here in the next
month or two. The analysis of Dr.
G. C. Curry, of Louisville, ha- heet
turned over to him for use by Mayor,.
Yeiser and City Attorney Thomas
Harrison, and the revenue man will
take same up. wider the government
laws.
The analysis of Dr. Curry, of the
Louisville College of Pharmacy, was
not admissable as evidence in the po-
lice court here when there was up the
charges aganoit Digge and Kirk, who
are the darkies who had the car chart
ered and who were accused of selling
beer. They claimed the beverage we&
non-intoadcarting and this caused the
bottle to be sent the celebrated pro-
fessional man of Louilville who pro-
nounced it alcoholic to the extent
that it was as intoxicatiag as bee, I)
and placed in the same claws as the
latter. As the analysi -  on. paper.
could n•st be admitted as testimony,
this necessitated Dr. Curry being
brought here from the. Falls City if
the city authorities 'Articled to
ahead with the matter. As this worl
entail a heavy cost to the municipal-
from Chicago, where he has been ity, and Revenue Inspector Happy'
taking a sunvner course at the Um, wanted to take the question up in the
vetsity of Chicago. name of the government, the warrants-
against the two (brides in the police
court were filed away with leave to
reinstate them at any time. The an-
Ririe and other documents were thew
turned over to. Mr. Happy and if he
fails to effect atisrthino ii, she federal
court, there can again be brought up.
the charges Xs the police court.
Normal Closed.
The summer normal school for the
colored teachers of the city and
ty came to a close: yesterday af-
et, four weeks' existence at the
ool building on Eighth and Ohio
streets. About fifteen were in attend-
ance each ilay.
Teacher Sick.
110es Mary Owen Murray is con-
fined with ittness at their home on
Monroe street between Third and
Fourth She is one of the most ef-
ficient and popular teachers orThe
city 'public schools.
MTS. W. C. Scofield will open her
vocal class 'Sept. sit and will accept
a limited number of pupils. Appli-
cation!' addressed to her residences




The negroes are charged with sol*e
ing intoxicants withont either eit7.4
state or svivernment license.
No more trolley rides have occur-
red 'among the darkies since 'their
boistermas outing of that evening.
when the officers hod to quell same.
Electric Light Notice.
%II bills are due and payable at the
*Mee of the company, 120 South
growth street. Current will be Ale-
continued if bills are not paid an or
before August to.
PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY. ,
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